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Abstract

A Comparative Investigation of Service-Leaming Models in Maryland:
Student Outcomes in Relationship to Employability Skills

The purpose of this descriptive study was to descnbe the relationship between

structured service-learning outcomes, tbrough Maryland's replication models, and the
attainment ofemployability skills for adolescents. Participants included fifty-five out of
ninety-two service-learning coordinators and a panel of experts comprised offive key
informants. The site of the study was the state ofMaryland, which is divided into
twenty-three counties and Baltimore City. Three data gathering procedures were utilized:
content analysis ofthe four most frequently used replication models, a key informant
rubric, and a survey of nineteen counties in the state.
A criterion sample offour models was chosen in which a minimum ofseven
service-learning coordinators used the model. The models. including Adopt a Wetland,
Stream Restoration, Serving Seniors, and Kids Sew for Kids. were rated on the
attain'!'ent ofemployability skills as measun:d by the competencies from the Secretary's
Commission on Attaining NecessalY Skills (SCANS). The..,rted service-teaming
activities and model objectives were listed and categorized. by predomiDant themes.
Data collected from the key informants and service-learning coordinators were coded
numerically and descriptive statistics were utiliml
The findings indicated tbat employability skills were evident in the four most

frequently used models: Adopt a Wetland. S1re8m. Restoration, Serving ScDiors, and
Kids Sew for Kids. Tb.e Adopt a Wetland model showed men evidence ofemployabili1y

•
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skills than the other three models. The Systems competency was least evident in all the
models' objectives. outcomes. and lesson plans. The Information competency, which
includes organizing and interpreting information, was most evident in all models as
reponed by the key informants and service-learning coordinators. Participating as
members ofa team was the strongest skill across all four models. Most of the service
learning objectives were scbool-based, but the reported activities were balanced between
school-based and community-based activities. The exceptions were Serving Seniors in
which all activities were community-based and Kids Sew for Kids in which all activities
were school-based. The strengths and weaknesses ofeach replication model as they

relate to the representation ofemployability skills are discussed and implications for the
improvement ofservice-learning toward the goal of integrating employability skills are
drawn.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Statement ofthe Problem

As the United States is losing its edge in the global work marke~ American

companies are examining ways to become more efficient and profitable. "Our education
system-set up to prepare students for college-fails to adequately educate as workers and
citizens the 75 percent ofstudents who don't obtain a college degree. The result: a threat
to America's economic leadership and an unproductive~ precarious future for far too
many of its youth" (Conklin. 1994~ p.22). Employers want job candidates to possess

employability skills for success prior to starting a job. These universal skills should be
transferable from one job to the next. In 1990, the United States Secretary of State
appointed a commission to study the skills people need to succeed in the world ofwork.
The skills and competencies listed in the Secretary's Commission on Achieving

Necessmy Skills (SCANS) (see Appendix A) are the skills that many employers expect
employees to acquire before entering the work force. Although employers may be willing
to provide on-the-job training, they expect job candidates to possess specific

cbaraeteristics which will enbance employees' chances for success in the workplace
(Busse, 1992). The findings oftbe Commission defined three foundation skills that were
essential for those leaving school and 10m, din::ctly to wort and for those planning

fbrther education before entering the world ofwork. They included the following:
•

Basic Skills: reading, writiDa. performing mathematical operations, listening,

aDd. speaking.

•

Thinking Skills: creative tbjnJcjn& decision-makiDg. problem-solviDg.

visualizing, reasoning. aad. knowing how to leam.
•

Personal Qualities: displaying respons1biJi1;y, self-esteem, sociability, self
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management, integrity, and honesty.
The United States Bureau ofLabor Statistics reported that by the year 2000. there
will be a severe shonage ofqualified workers; therefore students must prepare

themselves for the new workplace environment while they are still in school (Busse,
1992). Companies, such as Exxon, state that essential training of our future work: force
should begin early in the education process (Brant, 1992). "The Commission believes the
most effective way of learning skills is 'in context' teaching-learning objectives within a
real environment and that the SCANS' foundation and competencies be taught and

understood in an integrated fashion that reflects the workplace contexts in which they are
applied" (Scanslink, 1995, p.2). Work-based learning in the form ofjob training and
work experiences is aimed at developing pre-employment and employment skills. The
work experience is to be supplemented with activities that apply, reinforce, refine. or
extend the learning that occurs during work., so that students develop attitudes,
knowledge, skills, and habits that might not develop from work experience alone
(Learning to work, 1995, p.13).
Recent surveys and studies established that the majority of people who were fired
from a job lacked the basic social skills that often determined success in a job. The
Center for Public Resources found that 90 percent ofpeople who had. been filed were
discharged because ofpoor attitudes. inappropriate behavior. and difficulties with

interpersonal relationships. not because ofdeficieucies in job skills (Demoss, 1995),
"Young people entering the job market often flounder uoUlld, learning little in the way of
productive job skills, moving ftom job to job, dropping in and out of the Jabor force and

CODDeCting intermittently with adults in the workplace" (Kazis.. 1993, p.I). They
experienced higher unemployment rates, eamed.lower wases and spent more time in and
out ofemployment than did adults.
Employers exprasecl that they were more willing to work with employees who

aot a10Dg with co-workers, accepted CODStrUctive criticism, fonowed directions, aDd
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showed initiative, than those employees who lacked these essential employability skil1s~
though they may have the technical skills. Businesses and schools are beginning to
collaborate on methods that will enable students to gain the necessary skills to enter the
world of work. Some ofthese methods include: business intemsbi~ youth
apprenticeshi~

work-study programs, Technical-Preparation pro~ and community

service. The American Youth Policy Forum suggested that schoo1s should concentrate
on a range of simulated workplace activities, such as school-based enterprises. service
learning projects, or "cognitive apprenticeships" in which students worked in teams to
take on complex applied tasks (Mende~ 1995). According to the Center for Public
Resource, "although social skills are obviously important in the workplace setting few
studies on the topic have been conducted" (DeMoss, 1995, p.2)
As a result ofthe School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1990, school-to-career

transition programs became increasingly common. Several promising strategies
developed to address the problem ofestablishing smooth and seamless connections
between school and employment for all youth in the United States. In coUaborative

partnerships between schools and businesses, educators and employers found ways to
motivate and chaUenge adolescents to prepare for the world of work. Task forces
proposed innovative partnership program models consisting ofthe integration of

academic and vocational education programs, Technical-Preparation initiatives between
high schools and community colleges, youth appIentic:esbi~ cooperative education

programs between schools and local businesses, and youth service as in servico-leaming.
Service leamin& IS an iDstructional method, "facilitates the involvement of
children and adolescents in real·life settings where they can apply academic knowledge

IDCl previous experience to meet real commllDi1¥ needs" (The essentials of service
lc:amiD& 1996, p. 1). Servico-leaming helps students uadastand the relcvancc ofthcir
schoolwork within the reality oftbc world IIOUDd them.

wrbtoush service 1c:amiD&

YOUIII people help others in tbcit community while also enhancUIg their own ecIucation"
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(Everyone wins, 1995, p. 9).
Both quantitative and qualitative studies addressed questions about service
learning. The most consistent fmdings from research studies have shown a heightened
sense of personal and social responsibility, more positive attitudes toward adults and
school, an increase in school attendance and academic performance, and growth in self
esteem. Research on the impact ofservice learning suggested that it could have a

positive effect on the intellectual, social, psychological, and personal growth of
adolescents (Conrad & Hedin, 1991). Supporters of service learning discussed the
benefit ofservice-learning to develop employability skills and the knowledge to help
move students forward in an identified career pathway (Bogle, 1998; CCSSO. 1997;
Conlclin, 1994; Hamilton, 1994; Kazis, 1993; Rabinowitzan &Ananda, 1994), though
little research bas supported this linkage. This study explored the relationship between
structured service-learning programs and the attainment ofemployability skills for

adolescents in middle and high school.

Definition of Terms
The following operatioDal definitions wen: used in this study:

Action: Students become involved in din:ct service by establishiDg face-to-face
c:ontact with the community, indirect services by channeling resources to the community,

or advocacy activities in which students educate others about a particular issue with the
goal being to eliminate the cause ofa particular problem. (Maryland Student Service

Alliance, 1997)
CommUDitv-based leamjns: The broad set oftcachinsileaming strategies that

enable youth and adults to learn what they want to leam fiom any segment of the
community. CommODity includes schools, formaIlIIc:l informal iDstitutions in one's

neigbborboocl and the ~ world. (Owens &t Wang, 1995)
fmployability FII!: UDiversal job skills which employers want all new job

s
candidates to have learned prior to entering the work force. These skills will enhance
an employee's chance ofsuccess in the workplace. The Secretary's Commission on
Acbieving Necessary Skills (SCANS) defined the foundation skills for job-seeking
candidates, wbich include: basic school skills. thinking skills. and interpersoual skills.
(SCANS. 1991)
Experiential learning: Learning that exists between a human being and his or her
natural surroundings was John Dewey's (1916) theory ofexperientialleaming.
According to Dewey. purposive education should present an environment in which
"Connections are established between what happens to a person and what he does in

response. and between what he does to bis environment and what it does in response to

mm...." (Dewey. 1916. p.274).
Key infonnant: Key informants are people who are particularly knowledgeable
and articulate about a subject or a program. Key informants must be trained in their role.
(patton, 1990. p. 264)
Outcome: A result of a specific series ofactivities. Within the service-learning
models, outcomes are those skills that students are expected to gain as a result of
participation in the program. (Maryland Student Service Alliance, 1997)
Preparation: This includes teaching students about their community and bow to
identify ~ as well as providing them with the specific sJriIls needed to perform. the
service activity. (Maryland Student Service AJlianec., 1997)
Replication model: A service-leaming unit in the state of Maryland wbich
iDcludes unit outcomes, activity objectives, a series ofspecific activities, and discussion
questions. These models were desipecl by service-leaming coordinators to be used in
their prospective schools. Other teachas replicate the models within their own schools.,

making necessary adjustments and accommodatioas to fit their popuIatiOD. ofstudents.

Ten such DI:Odels are in cum:Dt usage tbroupout the state ofMaryland. (Maryland
Student Service Alliana:" 1997)
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Rubric: A rubric is a scoring guide that differentiates. on an articulated scale.
among a group ofsample criteria that are responding to the same theme. (Brevard. 1995)
Service-learning: Service-learning education develops responsible citizens by
engaging students in service beneficial to their communities that includes academic
preparation and structured reflection. (Maryland Student Service Alliance. 1997)
Service-learning differs from community service in that it requires a plan. action. and
reflection.
Social skills: A set of skills that allow people to adapt and respond to the
expectations of society. (Bos liz. Vaughn, 1994)
Work-based learning: Learning that results from work experience that is planned
to contnbute to the intellectual and career development of students. (Learning to work,
1995)

Purpose of the Study
Service·leaming programs for adolescents are widespread throughout the United
States ofAmerica. Through studies addressing service.leaming. researchers documented
the positive influences on psychological, social and intellectual development for students.
The most consistent findings from resean;:h studies have shown a heightened sense of

personal and social respoDSlbility, more positive attitudes toward adults and school, an
increase in school attendance and academic performance, and 8I'owtb in self-cst.ccm.
These findings awakened educators interested in school reform, because service-leaming
offers an alternative to traditional education methods and is compa11ble with school-to-

Educators sugested that service-learning could give adolescents experiCDCeS,

which engage students in those competencies identified as importaDt for employability.
Hamilton aDd Hamilton (1994) sugested. that service-lcamiDg gives yoUDg people a

work-J.ikc experi~ although it is unpaid. They believed that by coDllCCtin& school

more closely to employment, the educational quality oltbe American work force would
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be enhanced Kazis (1993). ofthe American Youth Forum, suggested that service

learning is a strategy that allows adolescents to enter positions ofresponsibility at work
and "smooth some ofthe inevitable cyclical shifts in employer demand for entry level
workers" (p. 9).
The Council ofChief State School Officers (CCSSO). a nationwide nonprofit
organization ofpublic officials who head departments ofelementary and secondary
education in every state. suggested that "service learning experiences early and regularly
in a student's education help to foster the development of important skills and positive
attitudes toward work and the community" (1997. p.6). The CCSSO (1997) found a
connection between the SCANS' competencies and service-learning competencies in
that most ofthe skills and competencies in the SCANS' report are comparable to the
skills and competencies that students can develop through quality service-learning
experiences. (see Appendix) They believed that stake holders in service-learning
(parents, teachers, administrators. and policy makers) must devise a documentation

process to assess the process ofleaming and what students learn (CCSSO, 1997). This
study explored the desired outcomes ofemployers in the SCANS' competencies and

compared them to service-learning outcomes within specific service-learning models.

Resean:h Ouestioas
Despite the extraordinary amount of1itetature and research on service-learning,

few studies addressed the relationship between service-leaming and employment. This
investiption was designed to answer the following questions:

1. What m the service-leaming activities adolescents are involved with in Maryland?

2. What are the specified outcomes for adolcscents witbin each scrvice-lcaming
replication model?
a) Wbat are the outcomes ofeach replication model?
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b) How do the outcomes compare to the reported activities?
c) How do the outcomes ofeach replication model compare to each other?
3. How does each model rate in tenus ofthe attainment ofemployability skills?
a) Within each replication model, which are the most frequently emphasized
employability skills?
b) How do the replication models compare on the attainment ofemployability
skills?
4. Which employability skills do service-learning coordinators report that students are

accomplishing?
a) Within each replication model, which employability skills are most represented?

b) How do the replication models compare on the attainment ofemployability skills?
c) What is the frequency of the attainment ofemployability skills within each
competency?

Significance of the Study
There is a growing movement to have students participate in service-learning
progi1UDS for the purposes of gaining civic re5pODSlbility, building self-esteem., giving
time to others, refining social skills, and exploring career options. Various research

studies addressed these service-leamiDg outcomes with positive results. Williams (1993)

foUlld students involved in community service programs for more than 10 hours
demonstrated significant gains in their attitudes toward personal and social responsibility.
Bradley (1993) found evidence that students demonstrated positive self-reported changes
in self-esteem while participating in community service. Cambridge Ridse and Latin

High School in the Cambridge, Massachusetts school district otferecl acourse in the
1995-96 school year which resulted in an iDcn:ase ofopportunities for students to
integrate and apply core academic disciplines with vocatioaal etafts.

Some advocates of

service-leaming sugested that students could leam important skills that caD assist them
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in obtaining and maintaining jobs. Others believed that the experiences gained from non
paid work could lead to paying jobs. Before we ask students if they do learn
employability skills we must know if these outcomes are presented to them through
service-learning activities.
Ifbusinesses are asking schools to educate our future work force with the
necessary tools for success, schools should access curriculums and implement programs
to address this need Businesses are beginning to build collaborative relationships with
schools to give students the opportunities to explore career options, network with workers
in a field, and to experience the necessary skills to succeed as team players. Service
learning is yet another opportunity for community organintions to join with schools to
help students gain experiences that will benefit their employment future and to help
businesses gain workers who can compete in a global economy.

Assumptions
For the purposes ofthis study, the following assumptions were made:
1. Because service-1eaming coordinators who arc using replication models arc

required to attend a training session prior to implementation, it is assmncd that all

service-learning coordinators bave been trained.
2. It is assumed that service-learning coontiDators are being horiCst in their

responses.
Limitations
Within this study, certain limitations mayaff'cct the ability to generalize to other
populations.
1. CoordiDators within this study bad. wrying years of teaching experience. How

much was accomplished in teacbiDg the skills in the replication models may be dependent
on years ofexperieace, teaching style, &lid coafidence level
2. Coordinaton came from niDeteeD. school districts and 62 ctifl'aent schools in
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Maryland Each district and school was limited by their resources., staff support. and
student population. Therefore there may be a difference in implementation ofthe same
models in different areas.
3. The study was designed to ask questions about employability skills; therefore
other skills were not investigated
4. After the first mailing ofthe surveys, the researcher discovered that some
participants moved or dropped out ofthe program. therefore this reduced the return ofthe

surveys.
S. The return rate decreased with the second mailing. Some ofthe participants

were not as invested in the use ofthe replication models because they were replacing an
original participant who started with the model.
6. Because some ofthe replication models were not used as often as others. there

was limited data on the less used models. Since the data cannot be reported with the
same level ofconfidence, the researcher reported data from the four most frequently used
replication models.
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Cbapter2
Review ofthe Literature
Introduction

Many claims have been made about the impact ofservice-learning on participants.
programs, and communities. Widespread programs for adolescent participation have
been initiated throughout the United States. as educators realized the positive influences
on psychologi~ social and intellectual development including attitudes. social behavior.
civic awareness and responsibility, personal growth. academic learning, and work skills.
Quantitative and qualitative studies show a general trend ofsocial, personal, and
academic development fostered by service-learning (Bhaerman, 1995; Conrad &. He~
1991; Shumer. 1998). Academic learning increased in the areas aCknowledge gains,
problem solving, open-mindedness, and critical thinking. Social development gains were
demonstrated through social responsibility, social competence, increased positive
attitudes towards adults. and decreased behavioral difficulties. Personal development

showed its effects in increased self-esteem and a greater sense ofself-determination. Alt
and Medrich (1994. p. 9) claim that "Teaching citizenship is one oCthe central missions

ofeducation in the United States, therefoR advocates ofvolunteerism believe that hands

on-learniDg paired with classroom leamina will improve students' attitudes toward
community and. local government.n Shumer (1998) stated that service-learning pref8l'CS
"citizens for a civil society" (p. 1). Additional studies showed that a primary benefit of

service-learning was a sease oC empowerment, ownership. and self-esteem gained

tbrouP decision-making skills (Rural CleariD&house Digest, 1995).
Educators enpaed in school morm sugcstccl that service-leamina offers an
altemative to traditional education methods that is comlBtible with school-to-work

initiatives (I_brei, 1995). The three basic program. componealS of school-to-work
tnmsition 1ft school-bueclleamiD& work-bascd.leaming. and CODDeCtiDg activities
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(Bbaerman, 1995; Kazis & Banon, 1993; School-to-Work Opportunities Act, 1993).
The school-based component established guidelines for students to achieve the standards
set by the Goals 2000: Educate America Act, integrated academic and vocational
learning within the curriculum. provided career exploration and counseling to help
students identify, select, or consider their goals, interests, and career majors, and created
partnerships between secondary and post-secondary institutions to help students advance
their academic and vocational slalls.
"Work-based learning experiences are to extend the academic and occupational
instruction ofschools, offer opportunities for students to learn the use of tools and
equipment found in the workplace, introduce students to the norms ofadult work
environments. and give them chances to market-test their capabilities"(Leaming to work.,
1995, p.13). The work-based component consists of paid or unpaid work experiences,
workplace mentoring, workplace instruction ofbasic employability skills, work:
experiences that link with school instruction, and broad instruction ofindustry-based
skills. If an adolescent's early work experiences were more connected and purposeful,
the chances offinding rewarding work later on could be increased (S1em, 1997).
"Connecting activities are designed to assure that the school- and work...lJased
components ofthe program work smoothly together to achieve the School-to-Work Act's

desired objectives" (Brustein & Mahler, 1994, p. S). Emphasis is placed on
communication linkages and collaboration amana students, parents, educators, mentors,
school administrators and employers. Service-teaming is a coordiDating activity which

addresses community issues and integrates academic lcarnin& with community service
projects to develop broader workplace competeDeies. (Bosle, 1998)

Recent surveys and. studies established. that the majority ofpeople who arc fin:d.
from a job lacked basic social skills that oilen detennine success in a job. The Center for

Public Resources found tbat 90 percentof people who had been fin:d. were dischargc:cl
because ofpoor attitudes. inappropriate behavior, and difficulties with interpersonal
,.
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relationships, not because ofdeficiencies in job skills (DeMoss, 1995). A survey
through Exxon's marketing department found that employees' interpersonal skills could
help a company "stay competitive in today's service-oriented business world" (Brant,
1992. p.25). In a two-year joint project ofthe American Society for Training and
Development and the U.S. Department ofLabor it was established that interpersonal and
negotiation skills are the basis for successful teamwork (Carnevale, et al., 1989. p.14).
'The past decade bas generated rising concern that American workers lack sufficient
workplace skills to meet the challenges oftechnological advances, organizational
restructuring. and global economic competition" (Korte. 1995. p. 37).

Employers

expressed that they are more willing to work with employees who got along with co
workers. accepted constructive critici~ followed d.irections, and showed initiative, even
though they may not have the technical skills. A recent study by the National Adult
Literacy Survey revealed that up to forty percent ofthe U.S. population lack these basis
skills (Miller·Parker. 1995).

Businesses and schools are beginning to collaborate on methods that will enable
students to gain the necessary skills to enter the world ofwork. Some of these methods
include: business internships. youth apprenticeships. work-study programs, Technical
Preparation programs, and community service. The American Youth Policy Forum
suggested that schools should concentrate on a range of workplace activities, such as
school-bascd enterprises., service-leaming projects, or youth apprenticeships in which
students work in teams to take on complex: applied tasks (MeDde1. 1995). According to
the Center for Public Resoun:cs, "'although social skills arc obviously important in the

workplace scttiD& few studies on the topic have been conducted" (DeMoss, 1995, p. 2).
FcdcIallaws and state initiatives addressed the coacept of service-leaming within
the context ofacademic leamin& civic respoDSlbility. aDd employment issues. Tbc

lDdividuals with Disabilities Act of 1975 din:ctcd its initiatives towards SCCODdIry

education and ttaDsitioaal semces (oryouth with disabilities. The National and
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Community Service Act of 1990 and the 1993 amendments made a call to young
Americans to become involved in their communities. The Carl D. Perkins Vocational
Education Act of 1990 and the Perkins Amendments of 1997 emphasized the need to
strengthen services for students with disabilities in the areas ofsecondary education,
vocational curricula, competitive employment and continuing education. Goals 2000:
Educate America Act of 1994 called for integration of work experience and classroom
training to provide students with opportunities to apply academic knowledge to the world
of work.
The School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1994 specifically linked school and
work-based instruction through connecting activities and authorized the Department of
Education and The U.S. Department ofLabor to provide state grants for bwlding school
to-work transition systems for all students. The National and Community Service Act of
1990 provided seed money for local education associations to initiate service programs
within their jurisdictions. As a result of these two acts and the available monies, states
and school districts began to initiate programs that coorc1inate the objectives ofboth acts.
As ofthis writing. Maryland was the only state to implement a statewide service learning
policy, in which all studems must complete a required amount ofservice hours prior to
graduation. Several public school systems and private schools, within other states,
mandated service-learning as a graduation requirement

Concgtual Framework:

Service-leamiPl
Throughout the literatu:re, a variety of terms were used to describe service

leaming. The terms service-leaming, youth service, community service, commUDity
basec11camiD& and. volUDteerism were used to refer to tbe concept of particiJBting in the
community by offering services to public and private orpnimioos, such as nursing

homes, schools, soup kitchens, communitJ ~ day cam centers, churches 8IId
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synagogues, hospitals~ and shelters. In addition, these terms refem:d to advocacy
services such as voter registration, speaking out and/or raising funds for Students Against
Drunk Driving. National Organization for Women. and local associations. Common
activities often include "co-curricular school clubs and special school events like holiday
food drives'~ ( Conrad. 1989). School clubs that sponsored service activities included:
International Club, Future Teachers of America. Red Cross Club, Debate Club. Reach
Out Club, Key Club, National Honor Society and others. Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of

America, 4-H clubs ofAmerica, and local boys and girls clubs also sponsored community
outreach programs in the form ofyouth service.
The term ..student service-Ieaming" has different meanings for many people.
According to Bhaerman (I99S~ p.

l)~

"the hyphen implies that a two-way street exists,

that is. service is enhanced through learning and learning is enhanced through service~.
Both are connected because they emphasize equal value. Educational reformers see

service-leaming as both a program-type and a philosophy ofeducation. As a program..
type. service-learning includes ways tbat students can provide meaningfW service to their

communities while reflecting on the impact to the community. Tasks that meet human
needs are not limited to direct services such as tutoring or serving in a soup kitchen. but

include policy..level work on environmental, economical, social and political
issues that relate to the quality of human life (Kendall, 1991).
As a philosophy ofeducation, like DeweY 5 experientialleamiDg. service-J.eaming

reflects the belief that education must be linked to active and connected experiences that
elicit meaning to the studeats (BeIbas, Gorak:, & Shumer, 1993). In addition, service
learning incorporates the philosophies ofcommunity-based teaming and wort..based
learning. According to the National and Community Service Act of 1990. the term

service-leam.ina means a method;
•

under which students lcam aud develop through active participation

•

in which orpnind experiences meet community needs
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•

that is integrated into the students' academic curriculum or

•

that provides discussion or reflection with an advisor and/or other participants

•

that provides students with opportunities to use newly acquired skills and
knowledge in real-life situations in their own communities

•

that enhances what is taught in school by extending student learning beyond the
classroom and into the community and helps to foster the development of a sense
ofcaring for others.
A key element of service-learning is the reflection. after the completion ofan

activity. Kleinbard (1997, p. 7) stated that "The importance of reflection ... cannot be
overstated". He went on to explain that reflection usually meant a structured discussion.
often led by adults, about the experience and its meaning to participants. Reflection
implies that the experience is internalized and analyzed to help the leamer critically view
it in the perspective of prior and new knowledge. (Dewey, 1916; Kolb, 1984) Reflection

often leads to new knowledge and attitudes., decision-making. and a sense of

empowerment (Crytzer, 1993; Kendall, 1991). It is a vital link between experience and
the classroom.

In this review ofthe literature, service-leaming was n:ferred to as a program-type.
Programs were initiated through the school and involved secondary students, in middle or
high school, working for or in the community. Each program incorporated preparation,

action, and reflection as major components. Figure 1 gives an overview of service
leaming research studies.
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Population

Researcher

Purpose

Flndlnge

Calabrese, R.l.
& Schumer, H.,
1996

Students enrolled in 9"
r.rade
n= 50)

To evaluate effects of
involvement of
adolescents in
community service
activities on levels of
alienation

Adolescent involvement in service activities
Croduced reduced levels of alienation
mP.lOved school behavior, improved OPA,
aOO ~nce by adult communfty.
Females resP.qnd more positively to school
when allalled to probIerit-aoIve
collaboratively.

Hamilton, S.F. &
Zeldin, R.S.,
1987

Students enrolled In high
school in 4 New York
counties
(n = 59)

To test effects of :3iUired
community experie 'al
learning ~rams on
adolescents knowtedge
and attitudes about local
government.

Intems who participated In r,quired
community =rams gained more
knowledge a ~e attitudes about local
govemment than those who did not
participate in any community program.

Crossman, M. D., Students enrolled in a
1989
Friends'secondary
boardi~ and day School
in an a uent area north of
Philadelphia, PA.
(n = 150)

To identify potentially
positive aspects of
required community
service

Students showed sjgniflcant inaease in
social and ~I responslbil~: no
significant Change in measure 0 Self-esteem.

Gross. M.B.,
1991

Students enrolled in
Central Park East
seconda~school, in East
Harlem.
; grades 7-10;
2 males 2 females; 2
Latino, 2 African-American
(n =4)

To describe student
experiences in
community service,
s~ificallY personal
reflections and
importance they attach

Students felt
about helpi~ others,
successful in
r work, impOrtint aboUt
working outside of schoOl, 8UCC888fu1 in
soIvi~ ~., en~ In meeting new
peopki and sharing me In the work wOi1d.

Tuck, K.D., 1992

Students enrolled in
vvades 10-12 in 2
ashington. D.C. high
schools: comprehensive
and alternative for -at riskstudents
(n 35)

To assess ~itive
e:,roriences for stUdents:
wi ingness of adults to
supru: program;
eva uate use of spec!aI
class to support service
learning

Students felt e~ made them men
~; ~ them how to work better
with adults; ta t them new skills;
with career
s; felt more contiden of
abilities; sta supported program, but
expresSed concern over personnel
resources,

=

Figure 1. Overview of service-learning research studies.
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Population

Researcher
Williams, RM.,
1993

Senior students enrolled in
suburban hi~h school
trws 16-18 in mid-west
; 99% white middle
class
(n = 240)

Middleton. E.B.,
1993

Students enrolled in coed
Jesuit high school in large
mid-wes em city; White.
African American, AsianAmerican; grades 9-12
(n = 145)

Dewsbury, K. E.,
1993

Students enrolled in coed
middle-class school
wrades 6-8) in central
ich~n

(n =

Budin, H. 1993
t

4)

Students enrolled in 3
New York c~ hi8h
schools (gra es -10)
(n = 98)

Purpose

Findings

To examine effect of
required community
service participation and
its inftuence on beina
personafly' and socia Iy
respons,l:)Ie

Community service p~ram had ~iV8
effect on ~rticipantS' itudes toWards being
social~ and ~11y ~bIe; etrecIs
did no differ significantty from effeCts of
voluntary community service.

To determine

Qualitative data showed ~tive seIf
re=ed cha~ in self-esteem. empathy.
re ationshlp d8v=:.:'t. felt imP.9rt8nce.
awareness. and a ude towards themselVes
and others; quantitative data showed
significant Irina on seIf-disdosure within
experimen I group only.

p~oI~iC8I and !IOCial

e
s 0 community
service tasks on
adolescents.

To determine student
Interview data : = t that students who
learnings received
= t e in se
leami::&outside of
througtl 2 different
have a better undera nell"" of isaues
taught in class; content int.arated model had
service-learninS:odelS;
to identify varia s that
~ificant etract on su=-matter
contribute to differences
ievement over isol8 ....modeI of
in achievement of subject instruction; .ft.id8nts involved in
extracurricular activities tend to participate
matter
more in service-learni~ activities; int. . .t in
su~ matter correlates ~veIY with
invOlvement in service-teaming.
To assess student
participa!ion in .
commun~ servICe
projects choice

Figure 1. Overview of service-learning research studies.

Students reported program
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Theories and Philosophies that SYllPOrt Service-learning
John DeWey'S philosophy ofexperiential teaming. For John Dewey, experience
was a key word Experience consists of the active relations subsisting between a human

being and his natmal and social surroundings (Dewey, 1916). According to Dewey,
experience was primarily practi~ not cognitive, in which actions resulted in
consequences. The consequences resulted in thoughts that produced new knowledge. In
some situations the environment determined the experience of the human being. in others
the person determined how he or she would interact with the environment and undergo
consequences that he or she produced The latter type ofexperience is an essential of
service-learning. in that students prepare a plan ofaction in the fiel~ act on the plan and
then reflect on the results. Interaction with the environment results in acts and
consequences taking on meaning. The experience is an individual process as well as a
group process. As experiences overlap, a person learns to understand himself. others and
the environment. According to Dewey (1938, p. 27-28), "every experience lives on in
further experiences" ... therefore the role ofeducation "'is to select the kind of present

experiences that live fruitfully and creatively in subsequent experiences". CoDDCCted.
experiences create extended meaning and the process ofreflection adds meaning to
experience. The process continues as long as life and learning continue.

Dewey stated (1915, p. 145) that "No experience baving a meaning is posslble
without some element ofthought". The process of reflection, another major component
ofservice-leam.ing, includes a "'genuine situationofexperiencc (Dewey, 1915, p. 163)"-a

continuous activity in which the person is interested in a problem tbat develops,
observations are made, possible solutioDS an: considered. and possible solutions an:

tested tbrough application to another similar experience. CarefUl examination and
aaalysis clarifies the experience and the consequences to determine acecpWICe or

modification offbture experiences. (sec FigIR 2)
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Preparation
Cognitive
Learning

Observations,
Solutions,
• APplication

Reflection

lnteradion with
the Environment

Action

Figure 2. Dewey's experiential learning cycle as it relates to service-learning

Dewey believed it was the responsibility ofthe school to provide active
experiences linked with cognitive experiences. He stated that schools should present an
environment in which interactions are so important that they connect cognitive
knowledge as instruments of further learnings (Dewey. 1916). As an advocate of
vocational education, Dewey said that education through occupations combines more of
the factors conducive to learning than any other method. "The only adequate training for

occupations is training through occu(8tions" (Dewey, 1916). Since work is a social
experience &lid people must work together suecessfWly, Dewey stated that children
should have school experiences that reproduce the conditions of real life (Dewey. 1915).
Even in his day. Dewey saw schools IS the means to iD1roduce students to active

community experiences. Educational reformers are continually looking for DeW ways to
connect students with the real world through field experiences. vocational education

programs. visiting comm1Dli1¥ workers, and community service programs. Current
supporters of expericntiallcamiD& lite Deweyll advocate programs that bridge the

essentials ofcognitive leaming with the priDc:iples oflcamiDg tbmugh experience.
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Service-learning is one such program in which students intet'!\ct with people and the
environment as a doorway to new knowledge. It is beneficial to the community and
creates useful roles for youth (K,ielsmeier. 1995. p. 6).
David Ko.b's Experiential Learning Model. Another widely accepted experience
based theory ofleaming and personal development was David Kolb's Experiential
Learning Theory (1984). As a student ofDewey's plulosophy, Kolb expanded Dewey's
basic concepts ofexperience as the foundation for all learning. ''The experiential
learning model pursues a framework for examining and strengthening the critical

linkages among education. work, and personal development" (Kolb. 1984, p. 4). (see
Figure 3)

education

6 .______________________________.&

Work

FIGura 3. The process of experientialleaming that links education, work, and
personal development
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The major assumptions ofKolb's Model included:
•

learning is a continual process

•

learning is grounded in personal experience

•

learning requires the resolution ofconflicts

•

learning involves transactions between the individual and the environment

The latter three assumptions become the basis for service-learning.
Kolb's theory consisted offour continuous processes "that give meaning to life's
circumstances" (St. Germain.. 1996). They included: concrete experience and
observation, reflection. synthesis and abstract conceptualization, and application of
concepts. Learning begins with actual concrete experiences. A learner then observes
him or herself and others, observes the elements ofthe situation, and reflects on these.
Synthesis and Abstract Conceptualization occurs as concepts and rules develop into
classifications and complex theories, which are used to differentiate, expJain and
anticipate the things that are seen in the environment (St Germain, 1996). The active
leamer then seeks to apply his or her experiences to another situation. As an advocate of
work·based learning, Kolb recognized the experientialleaming model as the basis for
•
work-study programs. Kolb (1984, p. 6) saw such programs as "an empowering
experience that allows them (students) to capitalize on their practical suengths while
testing the application of ideas discussed in the classroom". Kolb's model c:aptured the
essence ofDewey's process of experience and reflection. Both served as a foundation for
service-learning principles.
Plulosophy ofCommugity..basesi Lgmipl- Community-based learning is bascd
OD the concept of experientia11camiD& using the community as the classroom.

It is "a

'broad set of teacbinWleaming stratqies that enable youth &Dd. adults to leam what they
want to leam fiom any segment of the community" (Owens & Wang. 1992, p. 2).

Included in a community are schools, formal and informal iDstitutiODS within a
neigbborbood, &lid the surrounding world. The principles ofcommUDity-t.seclleaming
•
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relate to the changes in society. the individual, the learning process, and the sources for
leaming. These principles are based on specific assumptions. including:
•

education as a continuum of life-long learning

•

the learner as fully involved in the learning processes

•

future job requirements will include critical th:inlciDg, teamwork, and ability to
apply knowledge

•

problems affecting learners today involve family and community-based
enterprises
"'While community-based learning involves a philosophy and programs, most

service-learning educators agree that it is the leaming strategies that are the most
critical aspect ofcommunity-based learning" (Owens &. Wang, 1992. p. 7). The
foundation for community-based learning is grounded in cognitive researc~ which
explains that learning emerges when both the head and band are engaged, so that
knowing and doing occur as an integrated process. Three major elements ofservice
learning activities- planning, action, and reflection, originate from the core components
ofcommunity-based learning- fiaming. the activity itself: and reflection.
The expected outcomes ofcommunity-based learning are similar to the reported
outcomes of service-learning. CommUDity-based learning outcomes include:
ac::ademic. career and vocatioDal. persoaal-social development. service and work values.
aDd understanding and use ofcommunity resoun:es. The reported outcomes of service

learning, based. on quantitative and qualitative studies. arc civic awareness, personal and

social growth, social and intellectual development, academic learning, and work skills.
Goals 2000 and the SCANS' report, two federal iDitia.tives, serve as a rationale for
community-based teaming, calling for the attainment ofeducational pis and life-lema
leamiDg (Alt &. Medri~ 1994).

EtzioDi', Communitarian Concept. The Communi1ariaa concept blends the rights
of citizeDs with tbe responsibilities ofindividuals. The concept ofbumaD di8Di1;y is the
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essential foundation ofsocial justice (Etzioni, 1993). From a moral standpoint,
Communitarians assert that people have a moral responsibility to help themselves and an
equal responsibility to help others in the community. According to Etzioni. "volunteer
work is desirable to build and express a civil commitment, by bringing together people
from different backgrounds and enabling and encouraging them to work: together. build
community and foster mutual respect and tolerance" (Etzioni, 1993, p.260). Numerous
research studies on service· learning have reported the concept ofservice to the
community as a positive outcome in the areas ofcivic awareness, personal responstbility
and social responsibility. (Crosman, 1989; Williams, 1993; Middleton, 1993; Budin,
1993)
Etzioni considered the influence ofexperience as an effective teaching tool.
Schools are capable of imparting knowledge through the creation ofexperiences that
teach personal and social responsibility. Programs such as Volunteers in Service to
America (VISTA), Habitat for America, and the Conservation Corps are evidence of
community involvement supported by our government and educational institutions. On
a smaller scale. schools are beginning to provide community programs tbat support civic
responsibility in the form ofcommunity service and service..leaming. "Service leaming
projects have ... helped improve scbool-community relationships" (Service leaming
benefits, 199.5, p.). Further, Etzioni supported a year ofoational service for all youth

upon graduation from high school. "It is a major way to build up the moral tenor and

sense ofsocial respoDSlbility amoDg the Y01Dlg" (Etzioni~ 1993. p.113). Advocates of
national service believe that "National service can be a rite of passage fiom adolesccDCe
to adulthood. ... a period in National Service gives them (participants) good work habits,

selected skills, and a chance to explore careers and. jobs ofinterest to tbem"(Eberly, 1991,
p. 30). If national service provides adolescents with greater maturity, vocational skills.. a

work ethic, and a sense ofresponsibility, community service or scrvice-leamiDa ewer a

period of time, bas the poteDtial to instill the same values.
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Philosophy of work·based learning. Experientialleaming is the basis for work
based learning. Dewey saw the need for school reform to prepare children for the life
they are to lead in the world. He saw a vital connection between the child's environment
and the community at large. (Dewey, 1915) "Work-based learning (WBL) has been at
the heart of school-ta-work initiatives in the 19905" (Stern, 1997, p. 1). Work-based
learning., as defined by the School-ta-Work Opportunities A~ refers to leaming that
results from work experience that is planned to contnbute to the intellectual and career
development of students (Learning to work, 1995). Mentoring. as a key component, is a
strategy designed to facilitate adolescents' growth in the personal. intellectual. and
occupational realms. Mentors in the classroom and workplace encourage good work
habits, occupational skills, and problem-solving skills. The proposed outcomes of work

based learning include:

•

acquisition ofknowledge or skill related to employment

•

career exploration and planning

•

leaming all aspects of an industry

•

increasing personal and social competence related to work in general

•

enhancing students' motivation and. academic achievement

Research bas "consistently found a positive association between the amount of bigh
school work experience and employment or eamiDg a few years later" (Stem, 1997. p. 2).
Service-leaming in middle and hi&h schoOl can be strongly linked with work-bascd
learning through simulated workplace activities. ""Kazis conceives the two as
complementary initiatives in that both have the p i ofgeaiDg young people out of
classrooms and into situations where they learn to assume responsibilities and ac:qui:re
both employabili1¥ and work: skills" (Bbaerman, 1995). A comparison ofoutcomes
emphasizes the IinJcaae between work-based learning and service-leamiJl&.
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Outcomes of service-Ieaming
Service-learning outcomes encompass many phases ofthe human experience,
some being psychological and social gro~ intellectual development, academic leaming
and work skills. "Service-learning meets two key needs: ...to engage in hands-on
activities and to socialize. It also encourages students to shoulder more responsibility for
a project's success; to apply academic learning to real life; to refine social skills; even to

explore career possibilities'" (Haggerty, 1995).
Social skills. Social skills are '"a set ofskills that allow one to adapt and respond
to the expectations ofsociety" (Bos &; Vau~ 1994). Bos and Vaughn's model of

social competence consists of: positive relations with others; accurate/age-appropriate
social cognition (how a person thinks about selfand others); absence of maladaptive
behaviors (behavior problems that interfere with social functioning); and effective social
behaviors. DeMoss (1995) explained that social skills are sometimes subtle interactions
with others. Well designed youth service programs will teach overt and covert social

skills which could have positive effects on students' social growth in areas such as:
social responsibility, concern for the welfare ofother, understanding and appreciation of

and ability to relate to people from a wider range ofbackgrounds and life situations
(Conrad, 1989). Hamilton's study of participating students in commUDity service

projects showed an increase in personal and social raponsibility for participants in 21 of
28 programs.

Other studies have demonstrated that students who participate in service-learning
projects increase social rapGDSlbility, enjoy mc:etiDg DeW people, find acceptaDce in the
adult world, and assume greater responsibility in working with others
(Cmsman , 1989; Gross, 1991; Tuck, 1992; Williams~ 1993; Middl~ 1993; Budin,
1993). Calabrese and Schumer (1986, p.68S) CODCluded, from their study ofservice

activities and adolescent alic:rudion, that'1Jy ...encouragiDg adolescents to assume more
responsible roles. a more cooperative relatioasbip also may be developed between

.
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adolescents and adults." In light ofcommunity service, Etzioni discussed the merits of
national service by stating, "it is a major way to build up the moral tenor and sense of
social responsibility among the young" (1993). Employers consider these skills the "soft
skills" ofemployment or those skills that can be transferred to any work situation,
regardless ofthe required technical sldlls (Lankard, 1990).
Personal empowerment Students need the skills to decide what educational and
vocational needs are important to the~ how their strengths and weaknesses affect their
ability to meet these needs. and how to set and monitor goals to meet those needs. Self
motivation, self-determination, and self-advocacy are strategies that help students make

these decisions that are encompassed in personal empowerment. Conrad and Hedin
(1989) stated that growth in moral and ego development result from service programs. In
CrytZer's study, students worked. in teams for each community service project She
stated that "emphasis is placed. on the importance ofeach one using their strength to

accomplish tasks and they have greatly improved in their ability to assess their own
progress through written reflections" (Crytzer, 1993, p. 7),
The students in Budin's Philanthropy Project were interviewed about their

assessment of the community service projects. '1bey felt it helped them. as individuals,
leam to make decisions, speak before other people, have greater self-esteem, assume
greater teSpODSlbility. and have higher staDdards" (Budin, et aI,. 1993, p. 12). Yoder. et al

DOted in their scrvice-leaming projects that students who participated in service-leaming

experiences seemed more self..assured (1996). In Middleton's study (1993) students
reported. incIeased feeliDp ofself-esteem, empathy. importllJce, awareness, ad
attitudes toward 1hemselves and others. On the basis ofbis study, he coucluded.,

"'community service type programs offer sipificant poteDtial to help combat adolescent

problems that involve low self esteem m:l Jack of purpose" (MiddlctoD, 1993, p. vii).
These results are critical because employers loot for employees with these human
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relation qualities of personal empowerment and public relations. They are often the ones
who receive promotions. raises.. and merit awa:rds.
Academic learning. "Education-based community service programs empower
students even as they learn. They bring the lessons of service into the classroom. even as
they bring the lessons ofthe classroom out into the community" (Barber, 1992. p 252).

According to Conrad"s review ofthe research regarding bigh school community service,
the strength ofcommunity service "mitigates against the distant abstraction of much
classroom instruction and instead places information in some context. with the real-life
nuances and connections which any fact or principle must have to connote genuine and

useful meaning; motivates the learner by providing connections between academic
content and the real problems oftiCe; and aids in retention of knowledge as learning is
made personal and applied in action" (1989, p. 19).
Engaging students in civic action within their community takes extra time and
effort on the part of teachers.. but pays offwith a multitude ofbenefits. (Yoder, et aI.
1996). According to Cairn and Kielsmeier in 1991. service-leaming is the integration of

community service, academic skills, and structured reflection. Hamilton's study was
designed to ascertain whether students who experienced commUDity service displayed
more positive attitudes toward leaming than students who bad. not experienced
community service. Results of the data8Dalysis showed that students who were involved
in the experientialleaminglservice program increased. their school attendance. "The
overall goal" in Crytzer's community service project was "to help students develop real
life skills that will lead. them to become lifo-long learners" (1993. p. 3). A school
coordiDator in the Philanthropy Project summarized the impact of the pqram by statiDg

that "it stengtben.ed the value students place on c:ducation" (Budin, et aI, 1993, p. 13).
According to SchiDe in 1990. students leamed. to develop communication sIal.Is

tbrouah activities that linked the existing school curricul1Dll with cMC action.

School

curricula, connected to service-leaming projects tach students to become life..lon,
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learners. Employers search for employees who are open to learning, appreciate the
learning process. and are willing to share their learning with others. Life-long learners
possess the employability skills that can optimize and maximize work-place situations.

Outcomes of Work-based Learning
Employability Skills. President Clinton's School-to-Work Oppornmities Act of
1994 stimulated the creation of systems in every state to connect school with work:.

Designing instructional approaches and strategies to better prepare students for
competitive employment and to assist students in obtaining and retaining jobs is a
challenge. Connecting school more closely to employment provides incentives for youth
to pin academic competence and to behave in a socially respGDSlble manner.

"Community service gives young people experience that is like work even thougb it is
l.UIpaid.; unpaid work experience may lead to paid work experience for some young
people" (Hamilton &. Hamilton, 1994. p.3).
Many employers believe that employability skills will enable an individual to
acquire and keep a job. "By addressing employability skill development as a fifth basic

skill and teaching it concurrently with communication, mathematics, science. and

vocational courses. the content can be 8D8lyzccl and practiced daily so that students
automatically follow practices and demonstrate behaviors that will enhance their job
performance and retention" (I.anbrd, 1990, p. 4). A survey sponsored by the National
Association oCManufacturers in 1990 found that employers want schools to take more
responsibility for students· employability skill development. The Secn:tary's
Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS) was established to determine the

sIdlls people need. to succeecl in the world of work. The Commission was composed of
thirty n:presentatives oCeducation. business. labor,. ad state pemment who bad the

task of defining the common skills that CODStitute job radiDcss within the U.S. global

cc:oaom.y. Their tiDal report identified thirty. . workplace skills that hiP-performance
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workplaces require. The report indicated that schools should teach these skills within the
context of their curricula. "The Commission believes the most effective way ofleaming
skills is 'in context' teaching learning objectives within a real environment and that the
SCANS' foundation and competencies be taught and understood in an integmted fashion
that reflects the workplace contexts in which they are applied" (The National Scan,
1995). The skills include:
•

Basic Skills: reading, writing, arithmetic/mathematics, listening. and speaking

•

Thinking Skills: creative thinking. decision making. problem solving. seeing

things in the mind's eye, knowing how to learn and reasoning
•

Personal Qualities: responsibility, self-esteem, sociability, selfmanageme~
and integritylhonesty (The National Scan, 1995)

Five specific competencies map out the outcomes that the SCANS' report requires of
high-performance workers. These include the ability to manage resources. interpersonal
s.lcills needed to work amicably and productively with other, the ability to acquire and use
information, skills needed to master complex systems, and skills needed to work with
technology.
"The major effort ofschool must be to address not only what must be learned, but

how it will be leamed" (Levin & Rumberger, 1988, p.l). "'The best results seem to be

achieved when employability skill training is integrated with academic and vocational
skill training. .." ([.ankard, 1990, p. 3). The Council ofChiefStatc School Officers
(CCSSO) is a nationwide nonprofit orpniDtion made up of public officials who bead
education dcpartmcnu in all fifty states, the District ofColumbia. the Department of

Defense Dependents schools, and five extra-state jurisdictions. They discuss major

educational issues and express their opinions to civic and professional organiza1ions,
federal agencies. Consress, and the public. The CCSSO made a collJlCCtion between

school-.wort propams and service leamiJla. The first four compc:tencies com:Iate
hishlY with the service-learniDa competcDcies. outlined by the CCSSO (ConnectiD&
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Service Learning, 1997, p. 8). Through both paths, "... students engage in learning
experiences that belp develop organizational, team, and problem-solving skills as well as
the competencies and foundation skills identified as important for employability and
responsible citizenship" (Connecting Service Learning, 1997, p. 1). The CCSSO
included service-leaming in its policy reference document as one of the strategies to belp
students transition from school to employment.
Social skills. Social skills are diverse manners ofconduct that individuals
routinely apply to their entire life at home, in school, in the community, and in the
workplace. A study conducted by the Technical Related Academic Career Competencies
(TRACC) Program at the Woodrow Wilson Center in Fishersville, Virginia discovered
that employers were willing to work with employees who were slow with technical skills

or who needed some academic review, but they were not wtlling to continue to employ
individuals who could not get along with co-workers. KCept consttuctive criticism, or
follow directioDS. As a result ofthe employer survey, TRACC developed a Workplace
Social Skills Training Program that focused on seven major areas ofsocial skills
development:

•
•

verbal communication

•

social awareness

•

social problem solving

•

complianc:e

•
•

coopendion

nonverbal communication

civility

In many cases, research shows that employers are usina the term social skills

syaonymously with employabiIil¥ skills. In 1979. Rusch defined. his notion of social

vocatioaal survival skiIJs IS beba'Viors that iDc:Iase the likelihood of successfW

.
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competitive employment in any vocational setting (Warger, 1990). In either case.
'''employers think that schools are doing a poor job ofdeveloping these much-needed
attitudes. abilities, and skills .... and want schools to take more responsibility for
students' employability skill development" (Employability. 1990. p. 3). School refonns

are encouraging states and school systems to take the plunge to establish linkages
between academic learning and the world ofwork. The goal is to develop systemic
transitions from school to employment through a continuum ofcoordinated education and
services. (Youth Preparation, 1995). Service-learning can be the bridge that links school
based leaming with work-based learning.

Paradigm of service-learning and employment

Employability skills can be developed in a variety of ways. "One is through
involvement with student and community organizations" (Indiana University, 1996, p.l).
Another way is to give students the opportunity to explore possible careers while learning
general work: and job-specific skills (Choy, All, & Henke, 1994) through community
based activities. "Findings... suggest that such (community-based) learning should be
viewed as complementary to classroom learning ... and that unpaid involvement n the
community appears to offer many of the opportunities for interacting with others, gaining
knowledge and skills. developing more mature attitudes. and accomplishing worthwhile
objectives that most youth jobs lack" (Hamilton, 1980, p.13).

Thmush service-learning

students are able to make a meaningfulliok between daily activities and work skills
(Yoder, et~ 1996). Smith. Walker, and Baker (1981, p.l) suggested that community

service "offers posslbilities for youth to... develop the discipline and maturity they will

need as workers ... ~. As proponen1S ofschool and work connections, Hamilton and
Hamilton (1994, p.3) believed that "all young people should cnpgc in community

service" so that they may leam "specific wort-related sIdlls". In this bighly
tccbnolOJical world, employers look for students who have the skills to succeed and
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"look favorably upon a studenfs work experience in community service" (pardo. 1997,
p.l02).

Rationale for Service-learning for Students with Disabilities
Students with learning or behavior disabilities are often the recipients of
community services, however "Students with disabilities are important resources for their
community" (Yoder, et. al.• 1996. p.17). Service--Ieaming "gives students with
disabilities the opportunity to be givers instead oftakers" (Service learning yields, 1998.
p.l). These students often fall victim to community services. but service learning allows
them the opportunity to pull out ofthe victim stance to become self-determined
participants within the community. As students move from dependence to
interdependence. they become knowledgeable about their capabilities. strengths. and
interests. Service-learning enables students with disabilities to make valuable
contributions to the community despite their special needs.
When students are empowered to know their own strengths and advocate for their
own needs" involvement in the community can heiehten their awareness ofothers' needs.
Tolenmce and empathy for others are valuable tools for students working with people
who require special needs and feeling needed is often a new emotion for students with

disabilities. Reflection, a key eomponent ofservice-learning, is an important skill for
students with disabilities. They need to take the time to share their feelings about being
able to give to others., problem-solve difficult situations.. and determine fUture actions.
McPherson and Nebgen (l99l), stated that real-life situations enable students to use a
variety ofleaming modalities and enviroDments, therefore students with disabilities may

benefit from. service-leaming opportunities (yoder" et aL., 1996).
Students with disabilities who lie involved in service-learning "have shown

improvement in problem solving and conflict resolution as wen as academic .•• skills"
(Service learniDg yields, 1998, p.l). Service-leamiDg belps make cuniculum IJICIninsfUl
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by offering hands-on leaming., a positive instructional strategy for students with special
needs. Links to curriculum can be made by practicing their reading and oral language
skills with the recipients oftheir service. keeping j oumals about their activities, or
reviewing math facts with elementary students (Yoder, et aI., 1996). According to
teachers ofstudents with disabilities, because students get so involved in service learning
projects. their attendance improves and their grades increase (Service learning yields.
1998).
Finding and retaining a job may become a discouraging experience for individuals
with mild learning disabilities, behavioral disorders, and, mental impainnents (Warger,
1990). Increased self-esteem. self-knowledge, communication, problem-solving, and

social skills are documented benefits of service-learning which are especially imponaDt
for students with disabilities. As one service-learning coordinator observed, "Students
became aware oftheir role as active citizens and service providers" (Yoder, et al., 1996.
p.16). Designing instructional strategies that prepare students with disabilities for the
world of work: can be a sttuggle. Developing transferable social skills can be a crucial
ingredient to success on a job. ""A decline in career-building work opportunities bas
made the school-to-work: tnmsitiOD even more difficult for these students" (Mithaug,

1994, p.l). Service-leaming can be the connection. Students learn how to get along with
others. accept constructive criticism and praise in realistic situations, speak respcctfWIy,

and use Don-verbal commUDicatioD in appropriate ways (Brown, 1995).

Students leam self-advocacy by understaDding the nature oftheir disability. their
strengths, leam.iDg styles, and interests. It is imperative that they "develop a sense of

themselves and the strengths they could bring to ajob" (Roffinan.. 1995, [On-line]). A

threc-year study in the early 1990's, was conducted through the Learning Disabilities
Research and TIBiDiD& Center, at the University ofGeorgia, investiptiDg the impact of
self-advocacy trainiIIgled by consumers on individual. empowerment (Gregg & Hoy,
1995, [On-liDe]). The study COIICluded1bat strategies that empbasized awareness of
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strengths and weaknesses, vocational goals, appropriate accommodations and
modifications needed in the workplace, and the laws that cover consumer rights within
the workplace were essential.
Through transition planning and Individual Educational Plan goals, service
learning can increase opportunities for students with special needs to explore vocational
paths by participating in community organiutions and businesses. The Individuals with

Disabilities Education Act mandates that all adolescents with disabilities, from the age of
fourteen, must have an Individual Transition Plan (lTP) to smooth the transition from
school to post-secondary school or work. Service-learning is one strategy that gives
students the opportunity to learn job related skills in a simulated environment, with
supporting adults. "Students must be active players in developing their own
individualized transition plans, and they must take responsibility for determining the
direction for their lives after school" (Mitbaug. 1994, [On-line)). A usable ITP should be
co-developed with the self-determined student and an aduJt advocate, who can help the
student choose a connecting activity, such a service-learning. to make the link between
school and the community.
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History ofCommunity Service and Service..leaming
Advocates ofservice to the community as a way to learn.. trace their ideas to the
educational philosophy ofJohn Dewey. "Much ofJohn Dewey's career was given over to
the quest from bridging education and experience in the name of democracy as a way of
life ..." (Barber,

1992~

p.247). Though Dewey did not directly advocate service as an

educational meth~ he did advocate actions toward the welfare ofothers as a powerful
learning tool. One of the earliest advocates ofschool-based community service was
William Kilpatrick, who in the waning years ofthe First World War~ urged the adoption
ofthe '?roject Method" as the cenual tool ofeducation (Conrad., 1989). He argued that
learning should take place in real settings outside the school involving efforts to meet real
community needs.
The Progressives of the 1930's believed in the merits of social reform and Paul
Hanna's Youth Serves the Community, published in 1937, exemplified these values.

Between the mid-1930s to the mid-1940s, President Franklin Roosevelt created the
Civilian Conservation Corps that encouraged young people to help restore national parks,
revitalize the economy. and support their families and themselves. These ideas
reemerged in the 1950's in The Citizenship Education Project that suessed participation
in communit¥ experiences. The Project bad detailed guidelines for social/political action.
The main interest ofCongress in the 1960's was to involve youth beyond high school age

in some form ofnational service. Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson
established the Peace Corps and Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA). respectively_
Driven by the end of the Vietnam War in the early 1970's ad the desire to find
alternatives to the military, models ofDOn-compuisory programs began to emerp. The

interest to involve high school students fueled prosrams such as the NatioDal Student
Volunteer Program, a subdivision of VISTA and. the Natioaal Commission on Resources
for youtb.. which promotccl youth participation in community service projects. In
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addition. the Department ofLabor enlisted youth in service activities through an array of
employment and job training programs.
In the late 1980·s.legislative efforts to establish a national service program and to

encourage school·based service programs were renewed. In 1989. a basic model was
established for a national service corps in which youth who were past bigh school age
would provide one or two years ofservice, at subsistence wages, to communities
throughout the country. At the end of this period they received a voucher to be applied to
some form ofhigher education. None of these programs provided for service by bigh
school.age youth. During President George Bush's administration, he initiated a
proposal called the Thousand Points ofLight Initiative to encourage Americans to renew
their commitment to volunteer service. As a result of this initiative, "the Youth Engaged
in Service (YES) program was established to honor and publicize outstanding youth

service efforts, promote forums on service and, encourage the practice" (Conrad, 1989.
p.3).
The National and Community Service Act was passed in 1990 to enhance
national and community service. SlJb..title B is cited as the "Serve-America: The
Community Service, Schools and Service.Leaming Act of 1990" (PubHc Law 101..610).
"Service is improved by being anchored in the curriculum and leamiDg is deepened by
utilizing the community as a laboratory for the classroom when: students can test and
apply their curriculum to real-life situations" (Stephens. 1994. p. 2). In 1993, President
Bill Clinton reauthorized the National and Community Service Act. creating AmeriCorps

and the Corporation for National Service to eXJ*1d opportunities for Americans to serve
their communities. In April 1997. the Presidents' Summit for America's Future, chaired
by General Colin PowelL brought together PresidcDt Clinton, former Presidents Bush,

Ford, and. Carter. and Mrs. Rap" to recopize and expand the role ofAmeriCorps and

other service prosmms in meeting tile needs ofAmericanyouth.
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Current Federal Legislation
Federal laws that have been enacted that comprise service-learning issues include:
• P.L. 101-610: Serve-America: The Community Service. Schools and Service
Learning Act of 1990 (a subsection ofthe National and Community Service
Act of 1990)

• P.L. 103-82: National and Community Service Trust Act of 1993
(reauthorization ofthe National and Community Service Act of 1990)
• Goals 2000: Educate America Act of 1994

• P.L. 103·239: School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1994
• PL. 101-476: Individual with Disabilities Education Act of 1995 and the
Amendments of 1997

• PL. 101-392: Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education and Applied Technology
Act of 1990 and the Amendments of 1997

National and Community Service Act of 1990 and the 1993 Reauthorization. "In
a period when every issue in education becomes more and more politicized., this
legislation [National and Community Service Act of 1990] stands out as a cause
championed by both outspoken liberals and staunch conservatives" (Conrad & Hedin,
1991, p.1). The general purpose of the National and Community Service Act of 1990 is
to renew the ethic ofcivic re5pODSlbility. encourage Dational service, enable young

AmeriCIUIS to make a sustained commitment, involve participants in activities DOt aln:ady
performed by employed workers, and to generate service holDS to help meet human.

educational, aDd public safety needs.. particularly those relating to poverty. In 1997, over

190,000 young people provided nearly three million hours ofservice to their
communities tbrough Serve America programs. (CoIporatiOD for National Service.. 1998)

The specific goals ofServe-America.. a subsection of the National and Community
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Service Act of 1990. are to provide grants for individual states to:
• develop preservice and in-service training for teachers, supervisors, and
personnel from community organizations in service.leaming.
• develop service.leaming cunicula.
• form local partnerships to develop school-based community service programs.
• devise appropriate methods for research and evaluation ofyouth service
opportunities.
• establish effective outreach and dissemination to ensure involvement of
nonprofit community-based organizations.
• ensure integration of service-learning into academic cunicula.
Additional purposes of this act include the implementatio~ operation, or expansion of
statewide school-based programs and community service programs for school dropouts,
out-of..school youth, and at-risk youth. "In any fiscal year in which a State does not
participate in programs under this subtitle, the Commission may use the
allotment of that State to make direct grants... to local applicants in that State" (Serve.
America, 1990. USC 12522). The National and Community Service Trust Act of 1993
was a reauthorization ofthe National and Community Service Act of 1990. Rather than

supersede with a single nationwide initiative, President Clinton's goal was to build on
existing state and local programs. "'The inteaded purpose of the new law was to provide

opportunities for young people to contnbute to the development oftheir communities and
to foster in them an appreciation and u.nderstanding of the most critical issues facing

commUDities across the nation" (perkins .t Miller, 1999). A major cban&c in the
reauthorization was the inclusion of special populations by supplying additional srants to
individuals with disabilities and assist:iDa in the placement of iDdividuals with disabilities
who requiIe reasoaable accommodatiODS or au:riliary services as defined in the

AmericaDS with Disabilities Act.
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The School-to-Work Op,portunities Act of 1994. The School-to-Work
Opportunities Act of 1994 was designed to build a national system ofstate-run., local
partnerships joining employers. educators. and others to build a high quality school-to
work system. (Conklin, 1994) The intent was to offer all American youth access to a
performance-based education that joins the worlds ofschool and work. All students
included college and non-college bound students. disadvantaged students, students of
diverse racial. ethnic and cultural background, students with disabilities, students with
limited English proficiency. and academically talented students (School-to-Work
Opportunities Act, 1994). Federal funds are provided to states and localities that qualifY
based on three components: school-based learning, workplace-based learning, and
connecting activities.
The school-based component must include career exploration and counseling, a
sequential academic program integrated with vocationalleaming that prepares students
for post-secondary education in the form ofcollege or technical school. and ongoing
assessment in core academic and vocational skills. The counseling component should
help students identify. select, or reconsider their goals, interests. or career majors. The
academic program must be designed to address the educational standard established by
Goals 2000: Educate America Act. Post-secondary institutions are encouraged to provide
linkages between their programs and secondary schools. Regularly scheduled
evaluations are used to identify how well the system is preparing students for future
vocatioDal opportunities.
The work-based component n:quires wort experiCDCCS which are coon:Iinated.

with the school-based learning activities~ workplace J:DeDtoriDg, insttuction in general
workplace competcDcies, and broad. instructi~ to the extent practicable. in all aspects of

an industry (Brustein ct Mahler, 1994). The workplace experiences support collaboration
among education, labor. and inclustry, a traiDiDg plan jointly established byjob
supervisors and teacher, a progression of skills that lead to mastery" the application of
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skills to students' career interest or major, and the award ofa skill certificate upon
program completion. (School-to--Work Opportunities Act,. 1994), Mentors instruct,.
critique, and challenge students and collaborate with classroom teachers and employers.
Students engage in paid or non-paid work situations. General workplace competencies
include problem-solving, communication, and other relevant skills that enable students to
succeed in high performance work organizations. Students rotate through various
workplace positions to learn aspects ofeach level ofthe industry.
Connecting activities are designed to bring together the various components that
link local partnerships to the schools. Activities link employers" teachers, parents, and

students. Employers share strategies for upgrading skills ofworkers with teachers who
encourage students to practice basic employability skills. Active participation oflocal
elected officials, secondary and post-secondary educational institutions or agencies,
business association labor organintion or association, community-based organizations.
rehabilitation agencies, registered apprenticeship agencies, and local vocational
educational agencies are encouraged.
Student service-learning is considered to be a liIIking activity in the School-to

Work Act, because it bas the potential to connect students with the world of work.
Through service-learning, students have the chance to experience employment-type

settings, acquire work related skills,. and Rtlec:t on vocational opportunities.
"Community service should be seen as an essential component ofschool-to-work
systems" (Martin, 1995, p.6). The School·to-Work Opportunities Act of 1994 connects

with the Serve-America goals by providing training for educators and community
partners,. developina cunicula to teach students employmcat related skills, developing

{8l1Del'Ships between school aDd community-based services, exteDdiDg outreach

prosrams for at-risk youth, aDd iJltesratias work-based opportuDities into scbool-basccl
enviroDments. Grants fimded from. the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1994
prepare students for a tint job in a hiP. skill career,. wbilc iDcreasiDg opportuDitics for
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further education beyond high school ""Just as school-ta-work initiatives should expand
their measured outcome to included measures of youth development., youth-serving
organizations should include employment and employability-related outcomes among the
criteria by which they assess their impact" ~ 1995. p.8).

Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education and Applied Technology Act of 1990 and
the Amendments of 1997. "The Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education and Applied
Technology Act of 1990 establishes as its goal to make the United States more
competitive in the world economy by developing more fU.lly the academic and
occupational skills ofall segments ofthe population" (West &. Meers, 1992, p.4). The
purpose is primarily achieved through concentrating resources and improving educational
programs, leading to academic and occupational skill competencies needed to work in a
technologically advanced society. "'With the emphasis in the 1990 Perkins Act OD
integration ofacademics with vocational education., expertise ofsupport personnel in
basis siems, instructional strategies, cuniculum modification., and classroom and

equipment adaptations becomes an invaluable asset to vocational education" (Leconte &.
Boyer-Stephens, 1992, p.s9). In 1997 amendments were made that placed stroDg
emphasis on improving vocational programs for special populations, improving

accountability for local educational agencies, and increasing OCXlbility for the use of
monies by state and local educational agencies. The concept ofservice-leamiDg links the
concepts ofthe Perkins Act of 1990 by inUoducing students to occupational skills
through commUDity-based activities, 1Dining persormel to teach students the skills nc:cded

in a technological society, and integrating service-learning activities into academic and

vocatioaal curricula.
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The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 1995 and the Amendments of
1997. Section 626 ofthe Individuals with Disabilities Education Act discusses secondary
education and transitional services for youth with disabilities. It sets up a delivery system
to strengthen and coordinate special education and related services to assist students with
disabilities in transition to post-secondary education., vocational training, competitive
employment, and continuing education. Transition programming includes development
ofacademic and vocational curricula within school-based and community-based settings.
Students may participate through paid vocational experiences or service-learning
activities within community businesses and organjrations. Training and retraining of
personnel who work with students with disabilities can be established to improve
working relationsbips among education personnel, private sector employers,
rehabilitation personnel. local and State employment agencies, Private Industry Councils,
and families ofstudents with disabilities (IDEA. 1990). Service-learning introduces
students with disabilities to job opportunities and helps them make connedions they can

use beyond bip school (Service leaming yields. 1998).

Goals 2000: Educate America Act of 1994. Goals 2000 was developed. to
improve learning and teaching by providing a national framework for education reform
(H.R. 1804). National education pals were established with the hope that each state

would develop strategies to support each goal A number of direct and indirect J.iDka&es
exist between service-leaming and the Goals 2000: Educate America Act. Goal. 3 states

that "all students will leave pades 4, 8, and 12 having demonstrated competency over
challengins subject matter •.. so they may be prepared for responstblc citizenship,
furtber leaming. and productive employment in our Nation's modem economy" (Goals
2000: A Prop:ss Report, 1995, p. 3). Goal S states that adult Americans will be litemte
and possess the skills necessuy to compete in a alobal economy. (Goals 2000: A

Propess Report. 1995) Service-Iamin& CODDeCts aadcmic coaccpIS to real-life skills.
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provides opportunities to practice good citizenship, stresses multi-sensory teaching
strategies to engage students in active learning, promotes critical thinJring and problem
solving, and prepares youth to be productive and responsible citizens (Bhaerman. et. al.,
1995). Potentially service-learning may be a valuable program to address the educational

goals for the next century.

Current State Initiatives
Efforts to stimulate youth service on the Federal level have turned into concrete
programs and policies in several states. Ten years ago, most of these programs were
aimed at young adults beyond high school age. Since the initiation of Serve-America in
1990, most states established some variation ofservice-learning for their middle school
and high school students. The Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO)
established a task force to assist state school system to develop effective service-learning
programs. (Council ofChief State School Officers. 1989) As ofthe fall of 1996. all
states, the District ofColumbia, and two U. S. territories. with the exception of Alaska,
North Dakota, and South Dakota, used funds from Serve America to establish state-wide
programs for service-learning (NSLCC, 1996). Each state has a variety of programs that
include community-based and school-based. partnerships, teacher traiDing. curricula
development to include service-learning goals within acade:mi-: content areas, and

vocational education models to prepan: students for the work: world. Of the forty-seven
states that have service-leaming programs in place, only Maryland. and the District of
Columbia require service-learning as part oftheir graduation requimnents. Their

comprehensive plans require all students to participate in youth service activities and. all
educators to integrate service-teaming into the curricul1DD. Atlauta. Georgia bas its own
service-leaming requiRmlent separate fiom the total Slate of Georgia. "'Ibis S1IIF of

intaest. combiDcd with natioDal initiatives, sugpsts that political and educational policy
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makers will continue to have an interest in service in the very near future" (Conrad. 1989,
p.5).
District ofColumbia. The District ofColumbia Public Schools (DCPS)

established a service-learning program entitled the Community Service Initiative, which
began in school year 1991-1992. This project was developed by the MulticulturaINalues
Education Branch. In this program, all tenth graders were required to perform 100 hours
ofcommunity service and received one Carnegie unit credit towards graduation (Tuck,
1992). Service activities were complemented by classroom instruction for service
preparation. The intent ofthe program was to help students learn more personal
responsibility. experience different career choices and understand personal rewards.
Maryland In 1992, Maryland's State Board ofEducation adopted the current
mandatory service requirement, which became effective in school year 1993-94, affecting
the graduating class of 1997 and beyond The requirement states that each student will

complete seventy-five hours ofservice that includes preparation, action, and reflection
(Appendix D), beyond required course work and satisfactory completion offour
functional tests. Under the law. Maryland school districts can choose between a simple
7S-hour requirement and development of a district-wide alternative plan to incorporate
service into the regular curriculum. (Goldsmith, 1995) "The requirement was meant to

expose students to new learning opportunities and.liDk that experience to the classroom"
(Beyers. 1997. p.l). The Maryland. Student Service Alliance was established to

implement the bylaw and to aid local education agencies in plaDning service-learning

programs. "The Slate education agency bas identified Ibree distinct activities: direct
service, indirect service, and advocacy, each distiDguished by who is served, how they

are served, and by wbat students leam" (Bhaerman, et. aL, 1995, p.12). The intent ofthe
requin:ment is to help students pin self-esteem, iDcrease social awanmcss IIId
respoDSlbility,. understand the world of work, IIId leam the stills of citiumship

(Goldsmith" 1995; Maryland SbJdent, 1997). EacilCOUDtywithin the stale is at liberty to
•
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set their own criteria for accomplishment ofservice-learning activities and submits their
plans to the State Superintendent.
Replication models (Appendix B). developed by teachers~ are in use throughout
the state to help teachers establish service-learning programs within their own schools.
Each model is designed to meet a recognized need in the community and is implemented
through achievement ofcurricular objectives. The intent ofeach model is to develop
student responsibility. establish community partnerships. and link school-based learning
with community-based experiences. Students engage in service-learning through direct.

indirect. or advocacy activities. following the design of the individual models.
Summary
Numerous articles and studies have advocated service-learning in the context of
civic responsibility, connections with school-based education, and the enhancement of
self-esteem. Most studies ofservice..learning were undertaken by advocates ofthe
practice. Service-learning is not easily defined and a wide range ofpllUSlble outcomes
makes research difficult Much ofthe research is qualitative in nature and lends itself to
the richness ofinterviews, observations, and joumaJ writing. The qualitative evidence
strongly suggests that service-leamina is a valuable experience for adolescents. The
quantitative data suggests that service-leamina has a positive effect on intellectual.
psychological, and social dcvelopmeut in adolescents. In IisM of the School-to-Work
Opportunities Act, educators are just beginniDg to acknowledge the value of communi1:y.
based experiences as it relates to paid employment Advocates and raearchen of
service-leaming allude to the value ofthe unpaid service experience as an introduction to

the world of work. No studies have been initiated to discover the relatioDSbip between
service-leamina and employment
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Chapter 3

Methodology
Research Ouestions
The purpose ofthis descriptive study is to descnbe the relationship between
structured service.learning outcomes, tbroup Maryland's replication model&. and the

attainment ofemployability skills for adolescents. The study was designed to answer the
following research questions. Each research question listed below will be reported by
model.
1. What are the service-learning activities adolescents are involved with in Maryland?
2. What are the specified outcomes for adolescents within each service..leaming

replication model?
a) What are the outcomes ofeach replication model?
b) How do the outcomes compare to the reponed activities?

c) How do the outcomes ofeach replication model compare to each other?
3. How does each model rate in terms oftbe attainment ofemployability skills?

a) Within each replication mode~ which are the most ftequendy emphasized
employability skills?
b) How do the replication models compare on the attainment of employability

skills?
4. Which employability skills do service-leaming coordinators report that students are

ICCOmplishinfl
a) Within each replication modc~ which employability skills are most

represented.?
b) How do the replication models compare on the attainment ofemployability

skills?
b) What is the ftequency of the attainment ofemployability skills within each
competeDCy?
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Study Design
Three data gathering procedures were utilized: content analysis ofthe four most
frequently used replication models, a key informant rubric. and a survey. The key
informant rubric and survey were based on the competencies from SCANS.
Content Analysis
A content analysis of each ofthe ten replication models was performed to

determine the outcomes for each model. The models were documented materials, similar
to curriculum guides, which were designed by teachers. "Content analysis is the process
of identifying, coding. and categorizing the primary patterns in data" (patton, 1990, p.
381). A classification system is critical to make the analysis more manageable (patton,
1990), therefore the researcher reviewed the individual lesson objectives and categorized

them thematically into school·based and community-based objectives.
Survey

A survey (see Appendix F) was conducted ofeigbty-one service-leaming
coordinators, across all counties of Maryland, who used one often replication models.
The purpose ofthe survey was to assess the extent to which the service-learning
coordinators held similar beliefs or shared specific constructs about service-learning
replication models. The survey was used since the researcher was unable to interview the
participants individually, because they were located around the entire state ofMaryland.
(LeCompte & Preissle, 1993)
Key lDformant Rubric

A rubric is a tool used to assess criteria which are complex and subjective. The
use ofthe rubric allows the assessment to be more objective and consistent by focusiDg

on specific criteria, arranged in levels indicatin& the degree to which a standard bas been
met. (Dames, 1998) Using a rubric, which defined the criteria for each SCANS" (see
Appendix A) competency, a panel ofexpc:dS determined which competeDcies were
repracnted within the four most ftequeDtly used models. Key iDfODlWllS are people who
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are particularly knowledgeable and articulate about a topic or subject area (patton, 1990.
p.263). The panel was comprised offive educators in the state ofMaryland. representing
vocational education, transition, special education, and work-study curriculums. All the
key informants were familiar with SCANS. The most frequently used replication models
were identified by the survey sent to service-learning coordinators.
Figure 4 descnbes the overall study design.
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Content Analysis of
Model Objectives

Survey of
Service-learning
Coordinators

Rubric Scored by
Key Informants

1. What are the service
2. What are the
specified outcomes for
adolescents within each
service-learning
replication model?

learning activities
adolescents are involved
with in Maryland?

4. Within the replication

Eigu" 4. Study design: Matching

research questionS to data gathering
~~res.

models implemented,
which employability skills
do service-learning
coordinators perceive that
students are
accomplishing?

3. How does each model
rate in terms of the
attainment of
employability skills?

S1

General Characteristics and Location of the Study Population
During the school year 1998-1999. the state ofMaryland had eigbty-one service
learning coordinators. who were using the replication models as structured service
learning activities. Service-leaming coordinators in the state ofMaryland were
represented by teachers, guidance counselors, and administrators in elementary, middle,
and high schools. The majority of service-learning coordinators were located in midiie
and high schools. They taught a broad spectrum ofsubject areas, including: English,
reading. science, math, social studies, history, foreign language, and home economics.
The service-learning coordinators who participated were from fifty-seven different

schools in nineteen oftwenty-four scbool districts in Maryland Ofthese schools, there
were thirty-five middle schools, eighteen higb schools, one junior/senior higb school, one

alternative scbool, one learning center, and one academy.
The service-learning coordinators were trained by teachers who designed the ten
replication models. Each service-learning coordinator who used a replication model
received: $1000 to be spent on their service-leaming program. a Replication Guide. one
day of training with the Model Program teacher. conference calls every other month with
the Model Program teacher and the other Replication Site teachers, and assistance with

planning from the Model Site teacher (Maryland Student Service Alliance, 1997). They

were expected to: replicate the chosen model for a minimum oftwo years, commit to
completing the program in its entirety, report regularly to the Maryland Student Service
Alliance (MSSA) on the propess ofservice-leaming and their use of funds, discuss the
ongoing replication in a presentation at the annual MSSA service-learning confen:nc:c,
share their experience with other teachers in tile district, become a locallllOClel for

service-leamin& contribute to rcMsing the Replication Guides, and participate in an
assessment ofthe Model Programs aDd Replication Sites (Maryland. Student Service

AJJiance. 1997).
The ten replication model Programs (sec Appendix B) share several key
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characteristics. All Model Programs met the "Seven Best Practices ofSchool-based
Service-Leaming" (see Appendix C), meet the standards for credit-bearing service
learning in the state (see Appendix D). are replicable and modifiable to different grade
and ability levels, are an example of service-learning that is "infused" into the cwriculum

over a sustained period of time, and provides teachers with an opportunity to integrate
performance-based assessment, and other education reform initiatives with service to the
community and citizenship education (Maryland Student Service Alliance, 1997).
The site ofthe study was the state ofMaryland, which is divided into twenty-three
counties and Baltimore City. The estimated public school enrollment for the 1998-1999
school year was 838,500. The districts involved in this study included Alleghany
County, Anne Arundel County, Baltimore City. Baltimore County, Calvert County,
Caroline County, Carroll County, Frederick County, Harford County. Kent County,
Montgomery County. Prince George's County. Queen AnDers County, Sl ~s County,
Talbot County. and Washington County.
Sampling Design
The sampling frame for the content analysis was the official documentation ofthe
replication models. The original population often models was reduced to seven. because
the state ofMaryland only bad documentation for seven models. The sampling design for
the survey was a census designed to survey the entire population of service-learning

coordinators. The key informants were comprised of five educators representing one
vocational educator, two special educators who wort with students in vocational
development prosrams. one traDsitiOD coordinaror, and one wodt-study coordinator.

Each expert used work-related curricula wi1bin middle schools and hip schools and bad

students who participated in service-learning. These informants were chosen because of
their expertise in a wriety of wort-based and commUDity-based pIOfPDIS.

S3

Data Collection Instruments
Content Analysis
The researcher designed a data collection schedule to review each ofthe seven
written replication models in order to determine the outcomes for each model. Each

model either listed general objectives for the entire model or listed specific objectives for
each lesson. Consideration was given to the phIlosophies and theories that support

service-learning, including work-based learning. experientialleaming. and community
based learning. The replication models were titled as school-based models with

community extensions, therefore the researcher categorized the objectives as school
based and community-based.
Survey

The Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS) (see
Appendix A) documented a list ofcompetencies which employers desire of new job
candidates. The Commission was composed of thirty representatives ofeducation,
business, labor. and state government and was authorized to define a common core of
skills that represent employment readiness. The skills were categorized under four areas:
Resources, Interpersonal Skills, Information, and Systems. Based on this measure. the
researcher designed a suney (see Appendix E) to determine which employability skills
the Maryland service-learning coordinators perceive studen1s are gaining thmush the

service-teaming replication models. The survey consisted oftwenty-seven statements,

using a four point Likert-like scale, with a rmae fiom I} Most Likely to 4} Least Likely.
The four SCANS' categories were randomized in their presentation to avoid the

methodolopcaL problem Iderrecf to IS response set, where respondents generalize their

answers within a category.
A demograpbic information section COIIeludcd the iDstrumeDt (see Appendix F).
Requested information included: school type, ..... level, lenath oftime IS a t.eacher and
service-leaminl coordinator, ~ofteacher# pacml student population, perceutap of
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student population with disabilities, replication model used. community participation., and
types ofreflection activities.

Each piece of information required the respondent to check

a category or fill in a blank: with a short one to two word answer. The last part of the
demographic section asked the respondent to descnbe in detail, the specific service
learning activities he or she coordinated
Kg' Informant Rubric
The respondents reviewed the four most frequently used replication models.
Based on the SCANS' competencies, the researcher designed a rubric to measure the
degree to which the most frequently used replication models reflected the SCANS·

employability skills. Five key informants" comprised a panel ofexperts. met in a
designated location" to rate each of the replication models. using the rubric. The rubric
used a three point discrete rating system of 1 (high quality evidence present). 2 (medium
quality ofevidence present), or 3 (low quality ofevidence present). The respondents
were given examples of indicators for each competency, and then rated the four models

based on their expert judgement
Table 1 shows the sequence ofsteps that the researcher followed to accomplish
the study.
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Calendar of Procedures
Activity

Date

March 1998

Met with Executive Director of Maryland Student Service Alliance about
research study

ADril 6, 1998

Received seven out of ten replication models to review

September 1998

Met with Regional Director of MSSA to enlist her help in acquiring names

or service-leeming coordinators
December 1998

Shared survey with Regional Director of MSSA

January 2, 1999

Sent pre-Ietter to eiahtv-one service-leamina coordinators

January 9, 1999

Sent cover letter. survey. demographic aata sheet. self-addressed
stamped envelope. and tea bag to eighty-one service-leaming
coordinators

February 1 1999

Twenty-eight out of eightv-one surveys returned

February 18.1999

Called county service-leaming supervisors to verify locations of service
leaming coordinators

February 22. 1999

Sent new cover letter, etc. to names of those who did not return survey.
sent original cover letter etc. to new names

March4 1999

Fourteen additional surveys returned

MarchS 1999

Called service-leamina coordinators who did not retum survey

AprilS. 1999

Sent another round of surveys. etc. to new names

Mav2.1999

Sixteen additional surveys ratumed

...

2 1999

September 26 1999

PntlBnted preliminary results to MSSA

Gathered penel of eXl)8l1S to review rag!ication models

Table 1. Calendar of procedures

Administration of the Data Collection Ipstruments
The procedures for collectiDl the data bepn with the development of research

questions that guided the study. Following the development of these questions. in the
spriDJ of 1998, the n:sean:ber met with the executive director of the Marylm:l Student

Service AIIiaDce (MSSA) who coordinates all service-leamina activities in the state. The
researcher explained the purpose of the study and enlisted the director's assistance.

F~

the director supplied the researcher with a copy ofseven ofthe ten replication models and
the Comprehensive Guide to Service-1.eamiDa in MaryIaDd. As meDtioned before. the
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documentation for the remaining three models, though being used in several schools. had
not been published. Second, the director put the researcher in touch with one of
Maryland's five regional supervisors ofservice-Ieaming who each oversee several of the
24 counties. The researcher met with the supervisor in the fall of 1998. to explain the
scope ofthe study. The supervisor provided a list ofcounties. schools and service
leaming coordinators who were using one or more of the replication models. The
researcher regularly kept in touch with this regional supervisor.
A questionnaire, designed using the SCANS' competencies. was shared with the
regional supervisor who was asked to make comments next to each item regarding
changes, additions, or omissions. The supervisor suggested that some coordinators might
no longer be supervising students; therefore the survey should indicate that the
participants should consider their most recent graduates when completing the survey.
The supervisor felt that it was important to keep the verbiage from the SCANS' report
intact to avoid the researchers bias or interpretation ofeach competency.
In early January 1999, a pre-letter ofexplanation (see Appendix H) regarding the
study and a request for their participation was mailed to eighty-one service-learning

coordinators from nineteen counties in Maryland, who use the replication models. One
week later. a cover letter (see Appendix 1). a demographic data sheet (see Appendix F).
the survey (see Appendix E)t a self-addressed stamped envelope were mailed to the same
coordinators. A tcabag was enclosed to motivate the coordinators to take some time to
particitate in the study.
By February 1, 1999,28 of the 81 surveys were returned. The researcher called

cach county's service-leaming supervisor to verify that the remaining coordinators were

stilllocatecl ia 1beir desill'ateci schools. Some addresses changed and new names were
added. to tile origiDallist. to make a total of 92 potential coordinators. By mid-February,

a new c:cm:r letter (sec Appendix 1). a second survey. aaother demogmphic sheet, a self

addressed stamped envelope, and a tea bag was sent to the coontinators who bad. not
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returned the original survey.
By mid-March. an additional 14 surveys were returned. Next. the researcher
called all the service-learning coordinators who had not returned a survey. Some
coordinators claimed that they never received either survey, others explained that they
continued to forget to return it, several stated that they had never used a replication model
as their service-learning foundation, and a few commented that they did not have the time
to spend completing the survey. The researcher spoke with each coordinator explaining
the importance of the research and encouraged each one to take a few minutes to
complete it Some requested that another survey be mailed to them at a home address to
assure that they received it. Two ofthe coordinators who said that they did not have time
to complete the survey, gave the researcher a list ofother teachers they thought may be
willing to complete the survey. A third round ofsurveys was sent to those who requested
them and the new coordinators.
By mid-May, 55 of the original coordinators and 3 additional coordinators mailed
in their surveys, for a total of58 surveys. Of these 58, only 55 were usable, since some
of the respondents did not complete the survey correctly or left out important
information. After the entire research project was conducted, thank you letters (sec
Appendix K.) were sent to each coordinator who participated in the study along with the
results requested by some of the coordinators. The overall response rate was 6()OA..
At the end ofSeptember 1999. the researcher gathered five key informants to
review the four replication models used for this researcb. The researcher called each
person to request their expertise in reviewing the service-learning models. It took three

tries before the researcher was able to find a date in which aU the participllltS could
attend. Brunch was provided for the groUP. at the home ofthe researcher, to thank them

for tbeirtime and effort Before beginning, the iDfomumts introcIu=i themselves. The
researcher explained why each person \VIS chosen for this panel, reviewing each person's
expert area, experience with service-leaming. and the school level tbat each 1a1apt Then
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the researcher explained the purpose ofthe research. The replication models, Adopt a
Wetland, Stream Restoration. Serving Seniors, and Kids Sew for Kids, were distnbuted
to the panel. The researcher explained how the rubric was to be used, and asked for
questions. After the directions were understocxi, the researcher allowed the panel to work
at their own pace. Each expert reviewed all four models, using four separate rubrics.
Some ofthe experts had comments about some of the models, so the researcher asked
them to write them down on the rubric, next to the item of reference. It took between one
hour and one hour and a half for all the experts to review the four replication models and
complete the rubrics.

Data Analysis Procedures
Survey

Question 1: What are the service-learning activities adolescents are involved with in
Maryland?
The researcher reviewed the responses ofthe service-learning coordiDators on the

demographic information to determine the types ofservice-learning activities in which
students were involved. The responses were listed and categorized by predominant
themes. An effort was made to match the reponed. activities with the model objectives,
therefore similar themes were anticipated. The JRdominant themes resulted in school

based. and community-based activities.

Question 4: Which employability skills do service-leaming coorc:IiDators report that

students are accomplishing?
a) Within each replication model. which employability skills are most represented?
b) How do the models comrme on the attainment ofemployability skills?

c) What is the ftequency oftile attainment ofemployability skills within each
competency?
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Data collected from the returned surveys were coded numerically. The latest
version of SYSTAT (1995) was used for data analysis. Descriptive statistics included
measure ofcentral tendency (mean, median) and measures of dispersion (range, standard
deviation). Percentages ofemployability skills were categorized into high. medium, and
low evidence, based on mean scores.
Each competency was itemized according to specific skills. The latest version of
SYSTAT (1995) was used for data analysis. Descriptive statistics included measure of
central tendency (mean, median) and measures ofdispersion (range, standard deviation).
Percentages ofemployability skills were categorized into high. medium, and low
evidence, based on mean scores.

Content Analysis
Question 2: What are the specified outcomes for adolescents within each service-learning
replication model?
a) What are the outcomes ofeach replication model?
b) How do the outcomes compare to the reported activities?
c) How do the outcomes ofeach replication model compare to each other?
The researcher reviewed the documentation for each replication model~ and listed
the specific outcomes for each model Catqories ofschool-bascd outcomes and

community-based outcomes were used to cbaracterize the predominant themes ofeach
model. Outcomes were compared with the reported list ofserrice-1eamiDg activities.
which were categorized by the same tbcmes. The researcher lID8lyzecl the data as to the

compatibility of the objectives and reported activities.lookiDg for diJect matches between
the activities and the model objectives.
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Key Informant Rubric
Question 3: How does each model rate in terms ofthe attainment of employability skills?
a) Within each replication model. which employability skills are the most frequently
emphasized?
b) How do the models compare on the attainment ofemployability skills?
Data collected from the key informants were coded numerically. The latest
version of SYSTAT (l99S) was used for data analysis. Descriptive statistics included
measure ofcentral tendency (mean. median) and measures ofdispersion (range. standard
deviation). Percentages ofemployability skills were categorized into high. medium, and
low evidence, based on mean scores.

Validity and Reliability
The SCANS' competencies were used to formulate the questions in the survey
and the key informant rubric. The language ofthe SCANS' competencies was left in
~

therefore the key informants and the service-learning coordinators responded to the

actual language ofthe document. Two different groups ofpeople assessed the replication
models: service-learning coordinators and experts in work-related curriculums. An
expert in the service-learning field

.:mewed the insttument to establish face validity.

~onofHmm'nSWMems

The researcher did not ask for names oftbe respondents on the survey. The key
informants wac guaranteecl anonymity. All the information has been kept confidential
and bas been used. exclusively for the purpose oftbis study. The resp:»ndents wac

assured a copy ofthe final results.
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Chapter Four
Results
Introduction
The purpose ofthis study was to compare the characteristics ofstructured

service-learning outcomes, through Maryland's replication models, with the attainment of
employability skills for adolescents. Four major research questions were addressed in
this study. Each research question listed below will be reported by model, followed by a
summary of all four models.
I. What are the service-learning activities adolescents are involved with in Maryland?

2. What are the specified outcomes for adolescents within each service-learning
replication model?
a) What are the outcomes ofeach replication model?
b) How do the outcomes compare to the reported activities?
c) How do the outcomes ofeach replication model compare to each other?
3. How does each model rate as to the attainment ofemployability skills?

a) Within each replication model, which are the most frequently emphasized
employability sldlls?
b) How do the replication models compare on the auainment ofemployability

sldlls?

4. Which employability skills do service-leaming coordinators report that students are
accomplishing?
a) Within each replication model, which employability skills are most
represented?

b) How do the replication models compue on the atIRinmcnt ofemployability
skills?

c) What is the fiequcney ofthe attailllllCDt ofemployability skills within each

compcteacy?
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General Characteristics ofthe Study Participants

Out of ninety-two coordinators surveyed" the final sample consisted offifty-five
coordinators. The overall response rate was 60%. These coordinators represented sixteen
out oftwenty-three counties and one major city. They represented twenty-three middle
schools, fourteen high schools. one elementary school. and two alternative schools. The
types ofteachers who were part ofthis sample included forty general education teachers,
five vocatiooal education teachers, three special education teachers. three guidance
counselors, one administrator. and three other-type teachers. Table 2 shows the number
ofteaching years and numbers ofyears the participants have been service-learning
coordinators.

Table 28.
Number of Years as Service-Ieaming Coordinator
1-3 years
4-6 years
7 years
58%

31%

11%

.

Table 2a . Number of years as servICe-learning coordinator
Table 2b
1-10 years

Number of Vea,. .. Teacher
11-20 years
21-30 years

43%

26%
Table 2b. Number of years as teacher

25%

31 or mora years
6%

The Jarscst arouP ofteacbers taught from one to ten years. The mean for years of
teaching was 15.333 with astaDdard. deviation of8.857 and a median of 14.0. The largest

group oftcacbcrs worked as service-learning coordiDators from one to three years. The

mean for years as service-teaming coordiDators was 2.574 with a staDdard. deviation of

l.m and a median of2.0.
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The panel ofexperts consisted offive teachers representing special educatio~
vocational educatio~ transitio~ and work-study curriculums in three high schools and
two middle schools. All members of the panel are familiar with service.leaming
directly or indirectly. The experts taught a minimum of 13 years, with one exception
who taught for five years. but was a job coach for fifteen years previous to his current
teaching position. Each held a Master's Degree or beyond.
Service-learning coordinators reported on nine out often replication models. In

rank order, they included: Adopt a Wetland. Serving Seniors, Stream Restoration, Kids
Sew for Kids, Themes in Literature, Cemetery Restoratio~ Serving Those in Need, Food
for the Homeless. and Communication through Technology. For the purpose of this
researc~ a criterion sample

of four models was chose~ based upon a minimum of seven

service.learning coordinators' usage ofthe modeL The other models produced limited
data which could not be reported with the same confidence level as the top four models.
These models. Adopt a Wetland, Stream Restoratio~ Serving Seniors, and Kids Sew for
Kids were used by II. 11, 10, and 7 service-learning coordinators. respectively; these
were the models that the panel of experts reviewed.

Presentation ofFindings
Following are some general desaiptive findings about the replication models,
community involvement, service-leaming retlectio~ and the types of students involved in

service-learning.
The map ofMaryland (Figure S.) shows the location of tile Chesapeake Bay and.
Potomac River. Pattcms of usage were noted.. according to geographical resources.
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Figure S. Map ofMaryland showing patterns of service-learning models

The counties that border on the Chesapeake Bay, Potomac River or one of its tnbutaries
used Adopt a Wetland or Stream Restoration more frequently than the other replication

models.

Table 3 shows the amount of time spent in the community by hours and number
of trips for the four most ftequently used models.
rrllble3.
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Table 3. Number of trips and hours spent in the community by macIeI
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Students involved in service-leaming activities spent time at school and in the
community. The students involved in the Serving Seniors model spent the most time in
the community. with an averageof31.3 bours in 10.7 trips. The students involved in
Kids Sew for Kids model spent the least amount oftime in the community. with an
average of 4.0 bours in 1.3S trips.

Students in special education programs were involved in service-learning. Table
4. sbows the reported percentage of students involved in service-leaming who have

disabilities.

Table 4.
Number of Students Involved with Service-leaming by Disability
Emotional
NonPhysical
Replication Model Educational
Adoot A Wetland
Stream
Restoration
Serving Seniors
Kids Sew for Kids

12%
15%

<1%
3%

4%
3%

disabled
83%
79%

31%
13%

<1%
2%

2%

66%

5%

80%

N:.4036

Table 4. Number of students involved with service-learning by disability

Most of tbe students involvc:d in these service-learning models did DOt

have any identified disabilities. Oftbe students who did have disabilities, most of them
bad some form ofedw:atiooaI disability. Of the students with educational disabilities.
most participated. in the Serving Senior model
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Table Sa
Frequency of Reflection
After each activity

After a community visit

Other

16

1

5

n=22
Table 5b
Method of Reflection
Joumal

Group Discussion

Other

16

12

5

n=33
Table 5. Frequency and method ofreflection

A significant part ofservice-learning was the reflection after the action. Most
service-learning coordinators required students to reflect directly after each activity.
Some service-learning coordiDators required students to reflect only after community
tri~ at the end of units, or at a time of their own choice.

Students reflected through

journal writing and group discussions. Other forms ofreflection included supervisory
conferences. essays, letters.. and final projects. Table S. shows the fiequency of student

reflection and the method. oftheir ret1ectiODS.

•
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Comparison ofthe Four Most Freguently used Models
Adopt a Wetland

Question 1: What are the service-learning activities adolescents are involved with in
Maryland?
Question 2: What are the specified outcomes for adolescents within each replication
model?
Subquestion a: What are the outcomes of each model?
Subguestion b: How do the outcomes compare to the reponed activities?
Table 6.
Reported Activities and Model Objectives for
Adopt a Wetland by Location

-Activity

·Objective

(5) Write grants

(5) Write grants to request funding

(5) Research on internet

(5) Learn about Chesapeake Bay

(e) Weed, fertilize, mulch areas

wetlands
(e) Communicate with local officials
and the media
(s) Create a partnership with local
cities
(e) Restore native plantslfoliage

(e) Plant treeslshrubs

(s) Problem solve for erosion control

(e) Restore trails

(s) Document projects through
..,. IWUoIYral)hs, videos. reDOrts
(e) Improve non-tidal wetlands

(5) Listen to guest speakers

(e) Establish ponds

(e) Collect trash
(s) Design/develop hardwood areas
Key:

=

e community-basecl

(s) Build relationships with
environmental agencies
s :c schooI-based

-Activities and objectives do not neG8Ssarily correspond

. ..

. .

Table 6. Reported activities and model objectives for Adopt A Wetland by
location
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The objectives for Adopt a Wetland consisted ofmore school-based activities,
however the reported activities showed more community-based tasks. On an average,
students spent 13.9 hours in 2.2 trips out to the community. (see Table 3) The following
were examples of activities, reported by service-learning coordinators on the survey. for
the Adopt a Wetland model:

Our wetland is a 40' x 80' site on our school property. We maintain plants
already established on site and add to it. Last year we put in a wildflower
meadow.... This year we want to look into establishing a pond.

We are cwrently involved in reclaiming the wetland area and planting
indigenous plants.
Our students work in partnership with historic St. Mary's City to
improve Key Swamp and Chancellors Run Trail Systems.
The students write grant to the Chesapeake Trust and execute
projects in both spring and fall.

Question 3: How does each model rate as to the attainment ofemployability skills?
Subg_on a: Within each replication model, which are the most fi:equendy emphasized
employability skills?

Table 7.
Adopt A Watland Service-learning Moda'
Evidence of Employability Skills Rated by FIVe Key Informants

Resources
High

25%
75%

Int.. I.I'1II,.,...1
17%
50"
33%

Information
0%
100%
0%

SYStems
0%
33%

Medium
Low
0%
67%
n=5
Table 7 Fraquency of key infonnants rating evidence of employability skills
within the Adopt a Wetland model
r
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The Resources competency scored the highest with 25% and 75% in the high and
medium ranges, respectively. The Systems competency scored the lowest with 67% in
the low range.

Question 4: Which employability skills do service-learning coordinators report that
students are accomplishing?
Subqyestion a: Within each replication model, which employability skills are
most represented?
Table I.
Adopt I Wetland Service-leaming Model

Evidence of Employability Skills Rated by Service-1eaming Coordinator
High
Medium
Low

Resources
0%
80%
20%

Kay: High: Mean
0

Intell)ersonal
29%
71%
0%
MediLm: Mean 2.5<3.5

Information
0%
100%
0%
Low: Mean <2.5

=IIdIII'IIfIId
~ 3.5
=
on • ...,.. LIIert ..... arGUDed inIo ....

SyStems
100%
0%

=baed on . . mun nIIIna.

n=39
Table 8.
Percentage of service-leaming coordinators rating evidence of
employability skills within Adopt a WetJand model

The IDterpersooal competency scored the highest with 290" and 71% in the high
and medium raa~ respectively.
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Summary ofthe Adopt a Wetland model

Though the objectives for Adopt a Wetland consisted of more school-based
activities. the reported activities showed more community-based tasks. According to the
informants, the objectives, outcomes, and lesson plans showed that the Reso\U'ces
competency was most represented and the Systems competency was least represented.
According to the service-learning coordinators, the Interpersonal competency was most
represented. Each student went into the field an average of2.2 times and spent an
average of 13.9 total hours at the site. (see Table 3.)

Stream Restoration
Question 1: What are the service-learning activities adolescents are involved with in
Maryland?
Question 2: What are the specified outcomes for adolescents within each replication
model?
Subquestion a: What are the outcomes ofeach model?
Subguestion b: How do the outcomes compare to the reponed activities?
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Table 9.
Reported Activities and Model Objectives for
Stream Restoration by Location
-Activity
{s)Write proposals
{s)Oesign projects
{s)Budget money
{s)Read novels prior to trip
{s)Solicit grants
{s)ldentify plants/animals
{s)Collect data
{s)Analyze results
(c)Plant trees/shrubs

·Obiective
{s)Leam about problems/solutions
which affect natural areas
{s)Conduct experiments
{s)Evaluate projects
{s)Predict stream quality
{s)Compare predictions to actual
findings
{s)Oesign outdoor classroom
(s)Record data with graphs/organizers
{c)Build outdoor classroom
{c)Restoreimaintain stream
environment

{c)Construct birdhouses
{c)Build walkways
{c)Collect trash
(c)Establish riparian buffers
{c)Build noise barriers
{c)Construct bridgeslbenches
{c)Teach younger children
c = community-based
s = school-based
-Activities and objectives do not necessarily correspond
. ..
.
. .
Table 9: Reported activities and model objeCtives for Stream Restoration by
Key:

location

I
!
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The reported activities bad an equal amount ofschool-based and community·
based activities. however only two out of nine objectives were community-based
Students spent 9.2 hours in 6.5 trips out to the community. (see Table3) The following
were examples of activities reported by the service-learning coordinators on the survey
for the Stream Restoration model:
Our students have reclaimed the headwaters ofthe Herring Run. We
established a riparian buffer .... The students solicited grants and community
support.
A small peninsula is about one baIf mile from schooL.. Students from middle
school are trained to do water and biological tests. They panner with fifth graders
from the nearby elementary school to teach them the analysis procedures. Results
are analyzed in class and sent to the Chesapeake Bay Foundation for their records.

We planted trees on the neighbors' side ofthe school fence to extend the line of
habitat from the nearest stream, and to aid in blocking noise from the school.
Students work: at the bigh school improving habitat for wildlife and stream
quality .... Students plan the improvement, desi~ budget, apply for grant money
and implement the plans.
The high school students did water testing ... and taught our middle school
students how to test.
Students sample the water. take aquatie life counts, and determine ifthe water is
poUuted.
We formed a partnership with the community orpnization and Knights of
Columbus to work on stream restoration..
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Question 3: How does each model rate as to the attainment of employability skills?

Subguestion a: Within each replication model; which are the most frequently

emphasized employability skills?
Table 10.
Stream Restoration Service-learning Model
Evidence of Employability Skills Rated by Key Informants

High
Medium
Low

Resources
0%
75%
25%

Interpersonal
0%
67%
33%

Information
0%
100%
0%

Systems
0%
67%
330/0

n=5
Table 10. Frequency of key informants rating evidence of employability skills
within the Stream Restoration model

None ofthe competencies were rated in the high range. All the competencies
showed the highest percentages in the medium range. The Information competency
showed 100% in the medium range.
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Question 4: Which employability skills do service-leaming coordinators report that
students are accomplishing?
Subguestion a: Within each replication model. which employability skills are
most represented?
Table 11.
Stream Restoration Service-learning Model
Evidence of Employability Skills Rated by Service-learning Coordinator

Resources
High

Medium

Low

50%
50%
0%

Key: High: Mean = ~ 3.5
;..

Interpersonal

29%
57%
14%
Medium: Mean = 2.5<3.5

Information
00/0
67%

33%

Systems
0%
29%
71%

Law: Mean = <2.5

. . . ndIId on • 4-oaint UkeI't 1Ql1e. aRICI)Id into ttne Cllbtaaries baed on the metn nIIina.

n =39
Table 11. Percentage of service-learning coordinators rating evidence of
employability skills within Stream Restoration model

The Resources competency scored the highest with 50% and 50% in the high and
medium range. The Systems competency scored 71 % in the low range.

Smnmary ofthe Stream Restoration Model
Though the objectives for Stream Restoration consisted ofmore school-based
activities, the reported activities showed an equal balance ofschool-based and

community-based. tasks. According to the informants, the objectives, outcomes, and
lesson plans showed that all the competencies 'Were most represented in the medium

range. AccordiDg to the service-learning coordinators, the Resoun:es competency was
most representcc:l Each student went into the commUDity an average of 6.S times and
spent an average of 9.2 total hours at the site. (see Table 3)
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Serving Seniors
Question 1: What are the service-learning activities adolescents are involved with in
Maryland?

Question 2: What are the specified outcomes for adolescents within each replication
model?
Subguestion a: What are the outcomes ofeach model?
Subguestion b: How do the outcomes compare to the reported activities?
Table 12.
Reported Activities and Model Objectives for
Serving Seniors by Location
-Activity

-Objective

(clWalk residents to activities
(clPlav aames with residents
(c)Help residents with art projects

(c)Perfonn taJent showsIsing-a-longs

(slList forms of communication and their effects
(s)Devel()p active-listening techniques
(c)Gain appreciation for senior citizen
issueslneeds
(s)OiscuSS careers related to working with
senior citizens
(s)Become familiar with mental processes of

(c)M8ke holiday decorations for facility
(c)Prepare partieslpicnics for residents

(s)Writeldelign c:ardllJIifts
(s}Oesign activities appropriate for senior

(c)Watch movies with residents

(c)1nt8rview seniOr citiZens about life

(c)Caok meals for residents

acina

citizens
8lCD8riencea
(c)Gain appreciation of senior citizens es
I"lf"II"I'HN Iftitv

Key: e - COIIIIIIIDity-bued
• ActMtits and obieedws do DOt
.

{sps- scbooI-bued

f'8IOUI'C8

d'III~ of senior citiZens

..
. .
.
.
Table 12: Reported activities and model objectives for SeMng Seniors by
location

"",.
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All the reported activities in the Serving Seniors model were community.base~
though the majority ofthe objectives were school·based On an average, students spent
31.3 hours in 10.7 trips out to the community. The following were examples ofactivities

reported by the service·leaming coordinators on the survey for the Serving Seniors
model:

We do crafts, games, sing·a-Iongs, bingo, luncheons, play theatre, and a
Seniors Prom.
Right across the street from our campus is a senior nursing home .... We do
all sorts of activities including holiday parties, bingo, reading, arts and
crafts, movie watching, and meal cooking.
Students make holiday crafts for the home (Chestertown Rehabilitation
Center) and visit residents to interview them.
Question 3: How does each model rate as to the attainment ofemployability skills?
Subguestion a: Within each replication model, which are the frequently
emphasized employability skills?

Tlble13.
Serving Senlol'll Service-lelming Mode.
Evidence of Employability Skills Rated by Key Informants

Hiah
Medium
Low

Systems

Resources

Inte,....-r'iII\IIlGl

Information

0%
75%
25%

17%
67%
16%

0%

0%

100%
0%

33%
67%

n=5
Table 13. Frequency of key informants rating evidence of employability skills
within the Serving Seniors model
The Infotmation competency scored the bighest evidence ofemployabilit¥ skills
with 100'10 in the medium raop. The Systems competency scored the least IIIlOUIIt of

employability skills with 67% in the low nmge.
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Question 4: Which employability skills do servicc4leaming coordinators report that

students are accomplishing?
Subguestion a: Within each replication model. which employability skills are
most represented?

Table 14.

Serving Seniors Service-leaming Model
Evidence of Employability Skills Rated by Service-learning Coordinator
Resources

Interpersonal

Information

Systems

0%
14%
00/0
0%
57%
67%
100%
6004
Medium
40%
29%
33%
0%
Low
Key. High: Mean = ~ 3.5 Medium: Mean =2.5<3.5 Low: Mean <2.5
·E
tIdk I'IItBd on • 4-Doint Ukert ..... II'OIIDed Into .....
based on the mean ndna.
Hiah

=

n =39
Table 14. Percentage of service-learning coordinators rating evidence of
employability skills within Serving Seniors model
The Systems competency scored the highest with lOOOA. in the medium range.

The Resources and Information competencies both scored between the medium and low

ranges. Both scored. most in the medium range.
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Summary of the Serving Seniors Model
Most ofthe objectives in the Serving Senior model were school-based.,
though all of the reported activities were community-based According to the informants.
the objectives. outcomes. and lesson plans showed that the Information competency was
most represented., whereas the Systems competency was least represented. However.
according to the service-learning coordinators. the Systems competency was most
represented., while the Resources and Information competency were the most poorly
represented. Each student went into the community an average of 10.7 times and spent an
average of 31.3 total hours at the site. (see Table 3)
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Kids Sew for Kids

Question 1: What are the service-learning activities adolescents are involved with in
Maryland?
Question 2: What are the specified outcomes for adolescents within each replication
model?
Subguestion a: What are the outcomes ofeach model?
Subguestion b: How do the outcomes compare to the reported activities?
Table 15.

RIRszrted A!3ivWI! In!':1 MQ!':1!1 QbilStivl! for
Kids Sew For Kids bv location

*Activitv
(s)Sew quiltslbibs for AIDS babies

*OhiAt'!tive
(s)Sew a project

(s)Sew clothing for children

(s)Lay out a pattem

(s)Make games/stuffed animalslbooks
for children
(s)Make rap quilts for senior citizens

(s)Makeicut fabric

(s)Prepare meals for families

(c)Visit homeless shelter

(s)Raise funds for local children's
groups

(s)Write letters to project recipients

(s)Folrow a pattern guide

(s)Ust nationaUcommunity probtems
(s)Define povertylhomelessness

Key.

c

=community-based

(s)Devise message about community
service
s school-based

=

• Activities and objectives do not necessarily correspond

. ..

. .

Table 15. Reported activities and model objectives for Kids Sew for Kids by
location
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With the exception of one. all the objectives were school-based and all the
reported activities were school-based It appears that visiting a homeless shelter was
never accomplisbed. though it was listed as an objective. On an average, students spent
4.0 hours in 1.35 trips out to the community. (see Table 3) The foUowing were examples

ofactivities reported by service-leaming coordinators for the Kids Sew for Kids model:
My students make quilts for AIDS babies housed by TERRIFIC, Inc. in
downtown D.C. Other projects included stuffed bunnies and Easter baskets for
the kids at Sl Ann' s Infant and Maternity Home in Hyattsville, Maryland.
Through Grant-a-Wish Foundation in downtown Baltimore, we make stuffed
animals and books for each animal for the children's dreambox. We also prepare
meals for the families who are there with their children.
We provide student-made children's toys and games for abused spouses and
children at Anna's House. At Johns Hopkins Children's Center we have provided
a quilt, autograph animals, games, an banners, and educational doDs for doctors to
explain procedures to children.
We collect small items (canned food, small household items, personal hygiene
items) to donate as well as making items such as lap quilts for the elderly and
bibs.
Question 3: How does each model tate as to the attainment of employability skills?
SubguestiOD a: Within each replication model, which are the most fiequendy

emphasi=t employability skills?
Table 16.

Kids Sew for Kids Service-luming Model
Evidence of Employability Skill. Rated by Key Infonnants

Resources
Hiah

0%

Medium

SOO4

Low

50%

I.

1_."

0%
67%
33%

Information
0%
100%
0%

SYStems
0%
33%

67%
n=5
Table 16. Frequency of key informants rating evidence of employability skills
within the Kids Sew for Kids model

.
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The Information competency scored the highest with 100% in the medium taDge.
The Systems competency scored the lowest with 67flA, in the low range.

Question 4: Which employability skills do service-learning coordinators report that
students are accomplishing?
Subquestion a: Within each replication model, which employability skills are
most represented?

Table 17.
Kids Sew for Kids Service-leaming Model
Evidence of Employability Skills Rated by Service-learning Coordinator

Resources

Interpersonal

Infonnation

Systems

40%
60%
0%

29%
71%
0%

0%
67%
33%

0%
57%
43%

High

Medium
Low

.

Key. High: Mean

=....
~ 3.5
Medium: Mean =2.5<3.5 Low:
r'IIIed on. +DOint L*8ft1Cllle.
fnID tine
~

Mean

=HMd
<2.5
on the mean r1IIIna•

n =39
Table 17. Percentage of service-learning coordinators rating evidence of
employability skills within Kids Sew for Kids model
The Resources competency scored the highest with 40% and 60% in the hip and

medium. ranges.. respectively. The Systems competency scored the lowest with 5"/0 and
43% in the medimn and low rID., n:spectively.
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Summary ofthe Kids Sew for Kids Model
With the exception of visiting a homeless shelter, all ofthe objectives in
the Kids Sew for Kids model were school-based., and all ofthe reponed activities were
school-based. According to the informants, the objectives, outcomes, and lesson plans
showed that the Information competency was most represented. whereas the Systems
competency was least represented. However. according to the service-learning
coordinators, the Resources competency was most represented, while the Systems
competency was the most poorly represented. Though a community visit was not one of
the reponed activities, the service-learning coordinators reported that each student went
into the community an average of 1.35 times and spent an average 4.0 total hours at the

site. (see Table 3.)
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Summary ofthe Four Most Freguently Used Models
Question 1: What are the service-learning activities adolescents are involved wi~ in
Maryland?
Ouestion 2: What are the specified outcomes for adolescents within each replication
model?
Subguestion c: How do the objectives ofeach replication model compare to each
other?
Table 18.
Comparison Of School·Based And Community-Based Objectives and
Reported Activities By Model
Type
Objectives
Reported
Model
Activities
4
6
School·based
Adopt a Wetland
~mmunity-based
3
5
School-based
7
8
$tream Restoration
Community-based
2
8
School-based
7
0
Servina Seniors
Communitv-based
3
8
School-based
8
6
Kids Sew for Kids .
Community-based
1
0
.
Table 18. Companson ofsc:hool-based and community-based objeCtives and
reported activities by model

All four replication models bad more school-based objectives than community

based objectives. Serving Seniors bad all community-based reported activities and Kids
Sew for Kids bad all school-based reported activities.
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Question 3: How does each model rate as to the attainment ofemployability skills?
Subguestion b: How do the replication models compare on the attainment of
employability skills?

Comparison of Evidence of Employability
Skills Rated by Key Informants for
Resources

Kids Sew for Kids
Serving Seniors

• High
C Medium
Claw

Stream Restoration
Adopt 8 Wetland

0%

20%

40%

60%

804J6

100%

Percentag..

FigUre 6a. Comparison of evidence of employability skill rated by key informants

across all models
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Comparison of Evidence of Employability
Skills Rated by Key Informants for
Interpersonal

Kids Sew for Kids

Serving Seniors
• High

Stnlam Restoration
Adopt a Wetland

CMedium

~~~=~C=F~~=~
0%

20%

40%

60%

80'16

CLDW

100'16

Perc._....

Figure ab. Comparison of evidence of employability skill rated by key informants
across all models
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Comparison of Evidence of Employability
Skills Rated by Key Informants for
Information
" .. _- --1----

Kids Sew for Kids
Serving Seniors
Stream Restoration
Adopt a Wetland

.
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I
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I

I
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I
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I
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~
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I

.

I

I

f

1
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20%

•
40%

'"

'"
60%

'"

"

•

80%

I

,
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• High

o Medium
claw

100%

Percentag..

Figure Sc. Comparison of evidence of employability skill rated by key informants
across all models
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Comparison of Evidence of Employability
Skills Rated by Key Informants for
Systems

ttl'

Kids Sew for Kids

Serving Seniors
Stream Restoration

.

..

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

I

I

I

I

I

Adopt a Wetland
0%

I

u

I

I

20%

40%

60%

.,•

I

:

,.,.

•

80%

.

• High
C Medium

CLaw

100%

Percentages

Figure ed. Comparison of evidence of employability skill rated by key informants
across all models

Based on the key informants' review ofthe four most frequendy used models, the
Resources competency was most represented in the Adopt a Wetland model. The
Interpersonal competency was most represented in the Serving Seniors model. The
Information competency was represented evenly across the four models. The Systems
competency was most represented in the Stream Restoration model.
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Question 4: Within the replication models implemented, which employability skills do

service-learning coordinators perceive that students are accomplishing?
Subguestion b: How do the replication models compare on the attainment of
employability skills?

Comparison of Evidence of Employability
Skills Rated by Service-learning
Coordinators for Resources

Kids Sew for Kids

Serving Seniors
Slream Restoration

Adopt a WeUand

Percentag..
FigUre 7a. Comparison of evidence of emptoyability skills rated by service
learning coordinators across all models
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Comparison of Evidence of Employability
Skills Rated by Service-Ieaming
Coordinators for Interpersonal

Kids Sew for Kids

Serving Seniors
• High

Stream Restoration

C Medium

Mo~aWe~M ~~~!!~~~=;~==~~~.
0%

20%

40%

80%

80%

Claw

100%

Pen:entlges

Figure 7b. Comparison of evidence of employability skills rated by service
learning coordinators across all models
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Comparison of Evidence of Employability
Skills Rated by Service-leaming
Coordinators for Infonnation

Kids Sew for Kids

"

Serving Seniors
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Stream Restoration
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I
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Figure 7c. Comparison of evidence of employability skills rated by service
learning coordinators across all models
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Comparison of Evidence of Employability
Skills Rated by Service-learning
Coordinators for Systems

r
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Figure 7d. Comparison of evidence of employability skills rated by seNice
leaming coordinators across all models

According to the service-leaming coordinato~ the Resources competency was
most represented in the Stream Restoration and Kids Sew for Kids models. The
Interpersonal competency was most represented in the Adopt a Wetland and Kids Sew

for Kids models; however it was least represented in the Scrving Seniors model. The
Information competency was most represented in the Adopt a Wetland model. The
Systems competency was most represented in the Adopt a WetlaDd and Serving Seniors
models. The Adopt a Wetland model seemed to bave the most evidence ofemployability
skills, as rated by the service-leaming coordinators.
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Question 4: Within the replication models implemented, which employability skills do
service-learning coordinators perceive that students are accomplishing?
d) Subguestion c: What is the frequency of the attainment ofemployability skills
within each competency?

Table 19a.
Itemized Evidence of Employability Skills
within each ComDetency across all Model.

e

Skill

ney

Resources

Selects goals for activities

Hiah

Medium

low

0%

100%

0%

Makes adjustments to a budget to
accomplish a project or adivity

0%

50%

50%

Provides feedback to others

0%

75%

25%

Prioritizes goals for activities

0%

100%

0%

Prepares a budget for a project or adivitv

0%

50%

50%

Uses materials efficientlv

50%

50%

0%

Organizes time for an activjty
Allocates appropriate time to accomplish
each Goal

50%

50%

0%

25%

50%

25%

Keeps records pertaining to project or

25%

50%

25%

....:...:...

.

a"".YllY

Follows schedules to accomplish an activity
50%
50%
or complete a tll~L
.
..
.
.
.
Table 19. Itemized 8V1dence of employability skills within each competency
across all models

0%

!
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Table 19b.
Itemized Evidence of Employability Skills
within each Competency across all Models

-"

Hiah

Medium

Low

100%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

Works with others from diverse back!1round

0%

100%

0%

NEtgotiates towards an agreement

0%

75%

25%

50%

50%

0%

250/0

50%

25%

0%

75%

25%

Hiall

.........

Low

0%

100%

0%

0%

25%

75%

Skill

teney

Interpersonal

Participates as members of a team
Persuades others through verbal
communication

Teaches others

new skills

Satisfies customers' e

.

ons

Justifies a DOsmon

Table 19c.
Itemized Evidence of Employability Skills
within each Competency across all Models

Information

Sldll

Oraanizes infonnation

Uses comJ)UterS to WI

infonnation

Interprets infonnation
0%
100%
Table 19. Itemized evidence of employability skills within each competency
across all models

0%
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Table 19d.
Itemized Evidence of Employability Skill.
within each Competency across all Models

-

High

Medium

Low

Predicts impacts on systems' operations

0%

50%

50%

Suggests modifications to existing systems

0%

75%

25%

Operates effectively within social systems
Operates effectively within technological
systems
Operates effectively within organizational
systems

0%

100%

0%

0%

75%

25%

0%

100%

00/0

Distinguishes trends in performance
Develops alternative systems to improve
performance

0%

50%

50%

0%

50%

50%

ncy

SYstems

I

Key:

Sldll

High: Mean

.

=> 3.5

=

Medium: Mean 2.5<3.5

..

low: Mean

.

=<2.5

Table 19. Itemized eVIdence of employability skIlls With.n each competency
across all models

It was notable that "Participates as a member ofa team'" scored 100% in the high
range across all models. Five skills within the Resources competency scored in the high
range and three skills within the Interpersonal competency scored in the high range.
Most skills scored hip in the medium range with the exception of"Uses computers to
process information'" which scored 7S% in the low range.

•
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Chapter Fi.ve
Discussio~

Conclusions, and Recommendations
Introduction

The purpose ofthis study was to compare the characteristics of structured service
learning models, in terms oftheir outcomes and the attainment ofemployability skills by
adolescents. The initial phase of the study consisted of a review ofthe literature covering
the theories and philosophies that support service-learning, outcomes of service-learning,
outcomes of work-based learning, a paradigm ofservice-learning and employment. a
historical perspective, and current legislation on the federal and state levels that supports
service-leaming.
The instruments for assessing employability skills were developed from concepts
identified in the literatme. Both the key informant rubric and the survey were written
using the competencies from the Secretary's Council on Achieving Necessary Skills

(SCANS). the skills people need to succeed in the world of work within the U.S. global
economy. The SCANS' report indicated that schools should teach these skills within the
context oftheir curricula. This resean:h confirmed the existence ofemployability skills
within the replication models, based OD the SCANS' competencies.

Fifty-five service-learning coordinators participated in the survey and five
experts participated in the key informant rubric. Both groups reported on aspects of the

service-learning models used in the state ofMatyIand. The salient findings of this study,

a discussion of the findings, implications of the findings and conclusion, implications for
further research, and practical applications of the data 1ft presented in this chapter.

GeaeraI Chagcteristics ofStu4v Participants
Ofthe fifty-five seMce-leamiDl coordinators, 5,..4 bad been teaching for more

tbm teD years (see Table 2.). At the time oftbis study. the mandatory service-learning
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policy bad been in effect for six years and 42% of the teachers bad been coordinators for
four or more years. Teachers who became service-learning coordinators did this in
addition to their regular teacbingjob. The service-learning replication models were built
around existing curriculums in Science. Home Economics, English. and Social Studies.
Teachers who taught these curriculums over a number ofyears were more familiar with
the content and bow best to extend that content into hands-on experience. It seems likely
that that the more experienced teachers were able to perceive the connections between
school-based activities and community-based activities. In addition, service-learning
coordinators received 51000 to coordinate a replication model over a two-year period.
Their prior experiences, within their respective curricula, about the costs of materials and
human resources may have helped them budget the use ofthe stipend. Though each
replication model consisted ofa set of objectives and specific lesson plans. the more
experienced teachers appeared to have a keener sense of bow to build in the key elements
ofservice-learning: preparation, action, and reflection.
The philosophies that support service-learning include experiential learning.
work-based learning. and community-based learning. which all of the key informants
used in their individual curriculums. Four out offive experts taught within these areas
for thirteen or more years and held a Master' 5 Degree in their areas of expertise. Those
who worked in vocational education, transition, and work.o5tudy curriculums understood
the links between academic learning and employment, therefore they taught courses to
middle and high school students to help them make these connections. Each ofthe
experts had used service-learning or an

unpaid work experience to help students access

the work world. In addition, the special education teachers were famj]jar with the

Individual Transition Plan, which is an attachment to the Individual Education Plan in
Malyland, to help students make a connection between school and post-secondaly

experiences. The fifth expert was a job coach for fifteen years prior to entering the field
of education. As ajob coach, this expert bad a basic knowledge oftbc employability
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skills needed ofall employees in any job. These prerequisites made each informant an
excellent candidate to assess the extent of employability skiUs within the replication
models.

General Demographic Observations
Local Patterns
The state ofMaryland is bordered by the Potomac River on the south and west
and is divided by the Chesapeake Bay on the east (see Figure S.). Twenty-two out ofthe
fifty-five (40010) coordinators used the Adopt a Wetland or Stream Restoration models,
accessing the nearby waterways. Those coordinators who used other models. such as
Serving Seniors and Kids Sew for Kids accessed local nursing homes and shelters, as
stated in their descriptions oftheir community sites. The replication models were
designed by coordinators who were wise to develop models that used available materials
and facilities within easy reach oftheir campuses. Easy access to local resources gave
students extended opportunities to link their academic learning with experiences in the
community. Local resources enhanced the connection between school-based activities
and community-based activities.

Time in the Communitv
Although the replication models were desiped to be predominantly school-based,
all of the models within this study KCCSsed the community for some of their activities.

Students who participated in the Serving Seniors model spent the most time in the

communi.tywithan averqe of31.3 hours in 10.1 trips (see Table 3.). All the reported
activities were community-based with students worldng with residents of nursing homes
most ofthe time. The Dature oftbis model encouraged working with people in small

groups or makinS presentations to large sroups of residents such as the sinJ-a-Icmp,
luncheoas. bingo, and holiday parties. These activities used extended. periods oftime for

complelion, thus the need to speDd an average of three hours pertrip.
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In contrast, the Kids Sew for Kids model spent the least time in the community

with 4.0 hours in 1.35 trips. This type ofmodel was categorized as indirect service·
learning, because most ofthe activities do not take place in the community. however the
end product is provided to the community. The Kids Sew for Kids model was an
extension ofa Home Economics or Family Life course in which students learn to sew or
create various projects. Teaching students about community problems and problem
solving ways to provide materials and resources for the community extended the
coursework. The end product was taken to the community through a delivery and/or a
short visit to a local shelter, infants' home, or hospital.
The Adopt a Wetland and Stream Restoration models spent sinular amounts of
time in the community with averages of 13.9 and 9.2 hours respectively. However the
number of trips was significantly different with 2.2 and 6.5 trips, respectively. This made
the average trip for Adopt a Wetland last 6.3 hours and the average trip for Stream
Restoration last 1.4 hours. Factors that may have influenced this disparity may be
location ofthe community site to the school and the types ofactivities completed at the
site. Ifthe wetland or stream was a distance from the school, it may have been a more
valuable use oftime to do a series ofactivities or a long-term activity in an extended
period oftime. For example, one coordinator reponed that they had a partnership with
the local city to improve the swamp and trail systems in the area. Some of the activities
included establishing ponds, weeding, fertilizing, and mulching areas, planting trees, and

restoring trails, which alI take a considerable amount of time to complete.
In contrast" other coordinators reported. that "Our wetlands is ... on our school

property". or "a small peniDsula is about one half mile Dum school", or "Students work: at

the bigh school". Students were involved in "water and biological tests", improving
babi1at for wildlife and stream. quality". and detenraiDina "if the water is polluted."

These students remained in their local envirODDlen1S while completing activities in
shorter periods over a series of days.
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Students with Disabilities
According to the 1990 United States Census, approximately 21 % of the
population has some kind ofdisability. The service-learning coordinators ofthe four most
frequently used models reported similar percentages of students with disabilities who
participated along with their non-disabled peers in the service-learning projects (see
Table 4.). Though this probably was not a conscious choice to include or not include, the
coordinators were aware ofthe types ofdisabilities represented within their service
learning groups. None of them stated that this was an advantage or disadvantage. This
research concluded that these students were able to participate in all aspects of the
reported activities.
According to the demographic information, two special education teachers used
the Serving Seniors model, with a total of 145 special education students having
educational disabilities. The Serving Seniors model (see Appendix C) included activities
such as walking. playing games, and watching movies with residents, cooking meals and
performing for residents, and making holiday decorations for the nursing homes. Most of
the activities were pcople-oriented which required social skills. By practicing social

skills, students learned to foUow directions, accept constructive criticism, respond with
appropriate verbal and non-verbal communication, cooperate within a group, assume
responsibility, and appreciate people from diverse backgrounds. Students bad choices to
wort with residents in an area they felt comfortable, so that a student who was talented in
art could help with arts and crafts or a student who liked to read could read to a resident.

Students had the opportunity to gain a better sense of their abilities, learned their
strengths, and practiced their talents, thcrdJy becoming sclf-cfctamincd iDdividuals.
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In tum. students were empowered to do more for the residents in the facility. As
stated in the review ofthe literature. people with disabilities are often the recipients of
service. instead ofthe service providers. This model provided opportunities to reverse
this trend and allowed students with disabilities to be the service providers. Students
with all types ofdisabilities were included in service-learning. It appeared tbat teachers
were not fearful oftaking students with disabilities into the community. despite some of
the deterrents such as transponation for the students with physical disabilities. bebavioral
concerns ofstudents with emotional disabilities. or poor academic skills ofstudents with
educational deficiencies.
Reflection
The third element ofservice-learning is the reflection after the action. Both
Dewey and Kolb. in their theories ofexperiential leaming, discussed the concept of
reflection in which a person continues to consider a problem and its solutions after the
experience. All service-learning coordinators reponed methods and frequencies of
reflection (see Table S.). Reflection can be an individual and a group process. The
majority ofcoordinators reported that students reflected. on their experience directly after
each activity and tbat most wrote their reflections in a journal ordiscussed it in a group.
The reflections encompass re-examiniDg the experience, reviewing outcomes, problem
solving and/or evaluating the experience. discussing emotions about an experience, and
linking a current experience with a previous ODe. Dewey discussed how reflection
produced new knowledge as outcomes take on new meaning. The link between academic

leamina and experience provided students with opportuDitics to view leaming as a
continuous process. Reflection allowed students to make connections between their prior
knowledge and their experience, and tbeD integrate 1he two into new lmowIecIge.
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The process ofreflection connected the Resources. Interpersonal.. Informario~

and Systems competencies of SCANS (see Appendix A). During reflection, students
provided feedback on an experience. made adjustments to a plan, participated as team
members in discussions, negotiated agreements with other students working on the same
activity. interpreted information gathered during an experience, predicted personal and
group outcomes, and suggested modifications to a system. The reflection phase of the
service-learning process was a key link to the attainment ofemployability skills.

Discussion ofFindings
Adopt a Wetland
Reported Activities and Model Objectives. In the content analysis of the Adopt a
Wetland model (see Appendix C), most of the objectives were school-based activities
such as writing grants.. learning about local water resources, problem-solviDg

environmental issues. building relationships with environmental agencies by listening to
speakers. and documenting projects through photographs, videos. and written reports.
The three community-based objectives included communicating with local officials in the

community, restoring native plants, and improving local environments. In comparison,
the reported activities were balanced with school·based and community-based tasks (see

Table 6.). On an average, students spent two fUll days at a community site (see Table 3.)
estabJishing ponds, weeding, fettiliz:ing, and mulching areas, planting trees. restoring
tmils. and coUecting 1rash. These activities were balanced with school-based tasks,

which included writing grants, researching on the Intemct, listening to guest speakers.

and designing environmental areas.

•
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Two ofthe documented school-based objectives directly matched the reported
activities. These included writing grants and communicating with local leaders and
environmental agencies by listening to guest speakers. The coordinators who used this
replication model may have bad. previous connections with community leaders through
their teaching activities, therefore were able to help students access these human
resources. Two ofthe community-based objectives, restoring native plants and improving
non-tidal wetlands, directly matched the reported activities of planting
trees/shrubs/foliage to restore trails~ develop hardwood areas, and establish ponds. In the
Adopt a Wetland model, it was easy to see the correl~on between the documented
objectives and the reported activities (see Table 6.)
Evidence ofEmployability Skills. The SCANS' Resources competency (see
Appendix A) scored the highest evidence ofemployability skills with 25% and 75% in
the high and medium ranges (see Table 7.) as rated by the key informants. The service
learning coordinators agreed with this, but to a lesser extent, with 80% and 200" in the
medium and low ranges (see Table 8.). The skills within the Resources competency
included selecting and prioritizing goals, prepariDg and making adjustmeDts to a budget.
organizing and alloc:ating time to accomplish activities, using materials efficiendy,
providing feedback to others, keeping records, and following schedules. Since the
students wrote grants to solicit funds from locallcaders and environmental apneies, they

bad to plan, justify and keep tn.ck oftheir activities for reporting purposes. They bad to
prioritize their goals to meet bud&ctarY constraints., continually adjust the b1.ldpt to meet
their project needs, and usc materials efficiently to save money.
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The key informants rated the Systems competency with the least evidence of
employability skills with 33% and 67% in the medium and low ranges (see Table 7),
however the service-learning coordinators saw greater evidence with 100010 in the
medium range. This competency consisted ofpredicting impacts on systems' operations,
suggesting modifications to existing systems, operating, effectively within social,
organjntional, and technological systems, distinguishing trends in performance, and
developing alternative systems to improve performance. The students worked within the
organizational system of a school and the surrounding community. Generally students
were given few opportunities to influence a district school system, yet through projects

linked to the community, they had an impact on their individual school and community.
The difference between the two ratings may be in the perspective ofthe two groups, of
what constitutes a system, working within a system.. and the impact students have on that
system.

The Interpersonal competency was rated by the key informants and coordinators
in the high to medium range, though the informants saw a little less evidence of sleills

than the coordinators. The Interpersonal competency involved participating as team

members, persuading others through verbal communication, working with diverse
populations, ncaotiating towards an agreement, teaching others new skil~ justi.fYins a
positio~

and satisfying customers' expectations. The reported activities may confirm this

rating if we assume that students worked on each project in di-vene teams, justified their
DCCCl for money to the recipients of the grant reques1S. satisfied the customers'
expectatioas by attaining their proposed goals, persuaded and/or nqotiated wi1h the local

leaders and enviromneJnal apDCies about their environmental projects, aad 1aU&bt other
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students new skills related to their acquired knowledge. During the reflection. the
students discussed with the group or wrote in their journals about how their experiences
increased their skills and enhanced their feelings ofempowerment in the community.
80th groups rated the Information competency in the medium range. The

Information competency consists oforganizing. processing, and interpreting information.
A specific skill includes processing information on a computer. This skill may be
determined by the school's access to computers and how consistently they are available
to students.
Stream Restoration

Reponed Activities and Model Objectives. In the content analysis ofthe Stream
Restoration model (see Appendix C), most of the objectives were school-based activities
such as learning about problems and solutions that affect natural areas, conducting
experiments, predicting stream quality. comparing predictions to actual findings,
recording data with graphs and organizers. designing an outdoor classroom. and
evaluating projects. The two community-based objectives included building an outdoor
classroom and restoring and maintainiog a stream environment. In comparison, the

reported. activities were evenly balanced between scbool·based. and commUDi1y"based
tasks (see Table 9.). On an average, students spent 1.4 hours per trip over 6.S trips (see
Table 3.) at the community site, planting trees, CODStl'UCting birdhouses, benches, and
bridges, building walkways and noise barriers, establisbiDg riparian butTers, coUecting
trash, and teaching middle scbool or elementary school students how to test and analyze

the water quality. School time was used in writiDg proposals, soliciting pmts, b'LJdseting
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money for their projects. designing projects. collecting and analyzing da~ identifying
animals and plants. and reading novels prior to their trips.
The three key elements ofservice-learning (preparation. action, and reflection)
were reflected in this model. The preparation occurred in writing the proposal. soliciting
grants, budgeting the money. designing the project, and identifying animals and plants.

The action included: planting the trees. constructing the birdhouses. benches, and
bridges., building the barriers and buffers. collecting trash, and collecting the data.
Analyzing the results oftheir experiments and their final products was part oftheir
reflection. In addition, teaching the younger children could have been an extension of
their learning or an application oftheir own learning. The coordinators emphasized that
the students were highly involved in all aspects of the activities. Examples include:
••... Students plan the improvement, design, budget, apply for grant money and
implement the plans". '"The students solicit grants and community support", "The high

school students... taught our middle school students" aDd "'Ibey partner with fifth
graders... to teach them... "
A correlation between the reponed activities and model objectives was clear.

Collecting and analyzing data linked directly to conducting experiments and recording
data. The activity ofdesigning projects was a direct link to designing outdoor
classrooms. The on-site activities such as planting, building. and collecting. linked

directly to restoring and maintaining a stream enviroDmeD.t It appeared that the

coordinators ofthis model followed the model objectives. incorporated all elemen1s of
service-leaming, and had a baJance between school-based aDd commUDity-baseci
activities.
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Evidence ofEmployability Skills. The most significant differences between the
key informants and the service-learning coordinators were found in the Stream
Restoration modeL Both the key informants and the coordinators viewed the
Information competency mostly in the medium range. though the coordinators saw less
evidence ofthese skills. The skills within the Information competency included
organizing and interpreting information and using computers to process information.
The objectives ofconducting experiments, predicting stream quality. comparing
predictions to actual findings, and recording data with grapbs and organizers fit into this
competency. as did the reported activities ofcollecting and analyzing data.
The key informants rated the Resources competency with 75% in the medium
range. The service-leaming coordinators rated this competency as showing the highest
evidence ofemployability skills, with 50% in both the high and medium ranges (see
Table 11). The Resources competency included selecting and prioritizing goals,
preparing and making adjustments to a budget, organizing and allocating time to
accomplish activities, using materials efficiendy. providing feedback to others. keeping

records, and following schedules. The students budgeted money for a project. provided
feedback through analysis of results. and kept records through data collection. In
addition, ifstudents wrote proposals, they prioritized their goals and made a schedule to
accomplish their goals. The coordinators stated that "Reports are analyzed. in class and
sent to the Chesapeake Bay Foundation fortheir records" and "Students ... design.

budget and apply for grant money... " In addition, when students were tcachiDs younger

chilc:lrc:n, this was another form offeedback..

•
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Both the key informants and the coordinators rated the Interpersonal competency

in the medium range. The coordinators considered a good portion of these skills in the
high range and a smaller portion in the low range, whereas the key informants rated a

significant portion in the low range (see Figures 7a-d.). Looking at the objectives and
lesson plans. the key informants may have considered the model more as a science
curriculum. instead of a service-leaming model. There was little evidence ofthe
preparation and reflection elements ofservice-leaming in the objectives and ifthe lesson
plans seemed an extension of the science curriculum., then the potential to leam
interpersonal skills may not have been evident. In contrast, the coordinators viewed the
time on the community site in which students worked together to build an outdoor
classroom. In addition to working together as a team, students spent time teaching
younger children and satisfying the environmental agencies' expectations by carrying out

the goals they wrote in their proposals.
According to the service-learning coordinators, the Systems competency was
rated as representing the least employability skills with 71% in the low range. The key
informants rated this competency with 67% in the medium range. The SystemS
competency includes predicting impacts on systems' operations. suggesting
modificatioas to existing systemS, operating. effectively within social, orpnigtionaJ., and
teclmological systemS, distiDguisbiDg trends in performance. and developina alternative
systems to improve performance. Students are part ofthe greater school system and have

few oppoItUDities to influence tbat system. The small amount of evidence in this
competency may occur when studr:aIs are teacbiDg youupr cbildren since two schools,
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as smaller systems within the total school district. must get together to provide this
opponunity.
Serving Seniors
Reponed Activities and Model Objectives. In the content analysis ofServing
Seniors (see Appendix e), most ofthe objectives were school-based (see Table 12.),
with the exception of gaining appreciation for senior citizens' needs and their
contnbutions to the community and interviewing senior citizens about life experiences.
In contrast, all ofthe reported activities were community-based such as walking.

playing. helping, and cooking with and for residents, performing shows, preparing social
gatherings. and making holiday decorations for the facility. On an average. students
spent three hours in a senior living facility on each ttip (see Table 3).
None ofthe model objectives directly matched the reported activities. however
gaining appreciation for senior citizens' needs and issues does correspond to the
reported activities. Most ofthe activities consisted ofdirect contact with senior citizens
within a residential nursing facility, therefore it would be expected that students would
gain appreciation ofthe multitude ofissues. concerns, and needs of the elderly who were

dependent on specialized care. The replication model was designed for students to work:
with seniors in the community as a whole, however the students in this study only

worked with those in a nursing care facility, so that their experience was limited to this
population only.
Evideqce ofEmployabiljty Skills. The Information competency (see Appendix

A) scored the highest evidence of employability s1a1Js with 100% in the medium J"ID8C
(see Table 10.) IS rated by the key informants. The service-leaming coordiDators scon:cl

•
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this same competency with 670.4 in the medium range. The skills within the Information

competency include organizing and interpreting information and using computers to
process information. None ofthe objectives directly relate to the skills in this
competency, but the objective in which students list forms ofcommunication and their
effects may indirectly relate to interpreting verbal and non-verbal information. In
addition, students organized information when they prepared for meals, parties, or
performances.
According to the key informants, the Systems competency rated the lowest
evidence ofemployability skills, with 67% and 33% in the low and medium range,
respectively_ The Systems competency includes predicting impacts on systems'
operations, suggesting modifications to existing systems.. operating. effectively within
social, organizational, and technological systems, distinguishing trends in performance,
and developing alternative systems to improve performance. The objectives did not show
any links with these skills and they were unaware oftbe amount oftime students would
spend in the community. However, these students spent a significant amount oftime in
the residential facility (see Table 3.).. in which they were part ofan organizational and

social system.
In contrast to the key informants' rating, the service-leaming coordinators rated

the Systems competency (see Appendix A) as the highest, with 1000" in the medium
range (see Table 14.). The students who partici)Bted. in the Serving Seaiors model
worked within a unique ~ a nursins care facility for the elderly. In their
experiences, they were able to observe the busiDCS' of an established orpriDtional
system. and within tbat system they became a J8lt ofthe social sysIImL

The reportccl

HO
activities did not directly conelate with the skills in the Systems competency.
Nevertheless, the students did have to operate effectively within an organimtional and
social system, as they worked with seniors in the nursing facility. After working within
the organization for 31.3 hours over 10.7 trips (see Table 3.), the students could
probably predict some ofthe impacts OD the system's day to day operations and make
some suggestions to improve or change the existing organizational or social system.
These predictions and suggestions may have been discussed during their reflections.
even if they never actually made formal proposals to the directors ofthe facilities.
According to both groups. the Resources competency balanced closely within the
medium range. Within this competency, students provided feedback by helping
residents with art projects and followed the facility's schedule to accomplish their
activities and projects. Most ofthe skills in the Interpersonal competency fell in the
medium range, though they spanned over all the ranges. Students worked with staff' and
residents from diverse backgrounds, taught residents new skills or previously known
skills, that were forgotten due to health or age related problems, and satisfied the
residents' and staff's expectations. The key informants saw good potential for
employability skills within the objedives. oUlCOmes, and lesson plans and the
coordinators felt that students were learning these skills. This is a positive finding. since
the Serving Seniors model is a people-orientcd model, in which stroDg interpersonal

skills are in high demand.
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Kids Sew for Kids
Reponed Activities and Model Objectives. In the content analysis ofthe Kids
Sew for Kids model (see Appendix C). all ofthe objectives were school-based, with the
exception of visiting a homeless shelter. In comparison, all the reported activities were
also school-based. The Kids Sew for Kids model is an indirect service-learning model. in
which the service is provided through an end product that is delivered to the community.
In this model. clothing. stuffed animals. books. quilts. meals. and money were delivered

to children in infant and maternity homes. shelters. hospitals, and to fundraising
organizations which helped children' s causes. The coordinators who sponsored this
model taught Home Economics or Family Life, and extended the curriculum to help
students learn indirect ways to serve the community.
The objectives that conelatecl with the reported activities included sewing a
project (quilts. bibs, clothing, games. stuffed animals, and books), following a pattern
guide. laying out a pattern, and cutting fabric (see Table IS.). Visiting a homeless shelter
was expanded to include M ••• TERRIFIC,lnc. in downtown D.C...."....... St. Ann's

Maternity Home in Hyattsville, Maryl8lld",
Baltimore ... ".

&4 •••

M •••

Gmnt...·Wish Foundation in downtown

abused spouses and children at Alma's House", and ...... Johns Hoptins

Children's Center...... They spent time with the recipients of their products when they
visited the facilities. ODan average, studmts spent 4.0 hours in l.lS trips.
Evidence ofEmplqyability Skills. The Information competency (see Appendix
A) scon:d. the bighest evidence ofemployability sk:iIls with 100-" in the medium I'IUJIC

(see Table 16.) as rated by the key informants.. The service-leaming coordinators rated
dais same competeaey with 67% in the medium ranac. The sIdIls within the Information
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competency include organizing and interpreting information and using computers to
process infonnation. The objectives appeared to address individual students making
projects as in a Home Economics or Family Life course, when in fact the coordinators
spoke about the students as a total group working toward a common goal, which was the
service-learning experience. Students organized and interpreted written directions in
order to prepare and sew a project. They also organized written information when
writing letters to recipients or devising a message about community service. According
to the key informants service-learning coordinators~ these skills were evident within the
model objectives. outcomes, lesson plans, and reported activities.
Though the key informants rate the Resources competency as having low to
medium evidence ofemployability skills, the service-learning coordinators rated the
Resources competency as representing the most employability skills with 40010 and 60%
in the high and medium ranges, respectively (see Table 17.). The Resources competency
includes selecting and prioritizing goals, preparing and making adjustmeDts to a budget.
orgauizing and allocating time to accomplish activities, using materials efficiently,
providing feedback to others, keeping records, and following schedules. The students
participating in the Kids Sew for Kids model sewed items and prepared meals. As
students selected their projects, they foUowed a specific schedule to complete the project

Usually students have an extended period for Home Economics or Family Life, so the
teacher or the period imposes the time on them. Despite this. they bad to pace themselves
011. the

various tasks, so they could prioritize their tasks, orpn;~ their time, and allocate

the appropriate amount of time to each task. Since they were using consumable

materials, they bad to use them. efficiently in order not to waste them.
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Raising funds for local children's groups was another reported activity in this
modeL Students had. to organize their time to collect the money and keep records
pertaining to the collected funds. The skills in the Resources were well represented in the
reported activities.
The key informants rated the Interpersonal competency in the low to medium
range for employability skills. but the service-learning coordinators rated this
competency with 29% and 71% in the high and medium range, respectively. The
Interpersonal competency includes participating as team members. persuading others
through verbal communication, working with diverse populations, negotiating towards an
agreement, teaching others new skills, justifying a position, and satisfying customers'
expectations. The students in Kids Sew for Kids may have worked on individual
projects, but bad to work within the total group sharing supplies and equipment, therefore
they had to participate as members of a teaJn. sometimes negotiating a tum to use
required items. Those students who were able to learn a skill quickly would have the
chance to teach others. When the students went into the community to deliver the
products., they probably met and spent time with people from diverse social., ethnic, and

economic backgrounds. Although this one experience hardly constitutes the mastery of

this skill, at least it is a tJesinn.in& and should be followed with other similar experiences.
If the community experience was followed by a reflection, which involved. individ....
tboupts as well as group discussion, then the students could mtesrate this experience
with their prior knowledge of people in crisis.

Home Economics and Family Life are courses that teach life skills in the COIltCXt
ofsimuIatcd.life experienc:es such as sewiD& c:ookiD& raising cbiI~ and budptiDa for
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a household. Even though students spent little time in the community. they were able to
learn employability skills within the Resources and Interpersonal competencies by
participating in hands-on activities that integrated real-life experiences.

Comparison ofEmployability Skills Across All Models
The key informants rated the models according to potential for employability
skills. whereas the service-learning coordinators rated the models according to the skills
that they observed students learning through their activities. According to the key
informants and the service-learning coordinators, all models showed evidence of
employability skills within the model objectives, total outcomes. lesson plans" and
reported activities. however some models were stronger than others. It is interesting to
note that even when the potential was low for employability skills, the service-learning
coordinators, who were teachers or guidance counselors,. could draw on their content
curriculums, classroom resources, aDd community contacts, to extend the objectives of
the models into experiential activities.

The employability skills within the Resources competency showed most evidence
in the Stream Restoration and Kids Sew for Kids models... and the least amount in the

Serving Seniors model, according to the service-leaming coordinators (see Figure 7a.).
Evidence of these skills was rated the highest in the Adopt a Wetland model and the least

amoUDt in the Kids Sew for Kids modc~ by the key infOllD8DtS (see Figure 6&.).

The employability sIa1ls within the IntcrpersoDa1 competcDCy showed most
evidence in the Adopt a Wetland and Kids Sew for Kids models, as ratc:cl by the service
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learning coordinators (see Figure 7b). Evidence of these skills was rated highest in the
Serving Seniors model, by the key informants (see Figure 6b.).
The employability skills within the Information competency showed most
evidence in the Adopt a Wetland model, as rated by the service-learning coordinators (see
Figure 7c.). Evidence ofthese skills was rated the same, in the .medium range, for all
models. by the key informants (see Figure 6c.).
The employability skills within the Systems competency showed most evidence in
the Adopt a Wetland model, as rated by the service-learning coordinators (see Figure
7d). Evidence of these skills was rated highest in the Stream Restoration model, by the
key informants (see Figure 6d).

Itemized Evidence ofEmployability Skills Across all Models
Considering all models, some interesting observations were made within each
competency in regard to specific employability skills. Within the Resources competency,
it was noted that there was good to excellent evidence ofusing materials efficiently,

organizing time, following a schedule, aDd selecting and prioritizing goals (see Table
19a.). Within the Interpersonal competency. it was noted that participating as a team

member rated l00-At in the high ranp, across all four models. It was also noted. tbat
teaching others new skills was rated evenly between the hip and medium ranaes (see

Table 19b.). Within the Information competency. orpnizing and interpreting
information rated 1000" in the medium ranp (see Table 19c.). Within the Systems
competency. operatiD& within social and. orpniational systems ratedl 00% in tile
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medium range (see Table 19d.). Based on these ratings, we can say that students are
consistently learning these employability skills within all four models.
In contrast, it should be noted that using computers to process information, within

the Information competency. rated 75% in the low range. This poses a question as to the
availability ofcomputers within each school or school district and how well they are
accessed within each school.

Conclusions
The conclusions identified from this study incorporated the following
determinations:
1. Employability skills were evident in the four most frequently used models: Adopt a

Wetland, Stream Restoration., Serving Seniors, and Kids Sew for Kids. Based on the
SCANS' competencies as the measme for employability skills, each model varied in
the types ofemployability skills that were present
The Adopt a Wetland and Kids Sew for Kids models were infiIsed into existing
science and home economics curricula, respectively_ The Stream Restoration and

Serving Seniors models were designed to complement a service-learning coordinator's
curriculmn of choice. Most coordinators who used the Stream Restoration model were

science teachers and most of the coordinators using the Serving Seniors model were
special education teachers. All the coorcliDators used these models voluntarily" because
they believed in the concepts ofservice-Jeaming in which students plan, act, and retlect

on the leaming process, saw the model as an opportunity to link students" academic
leamiDg to commUDity experiences, or recognin:d service-leaming activities IS a hands
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on approach to learning their curriculum. Each coordinator bad an investment in the
service-learning model oftheir choice to make it work.
Service-learning coordinators who chose to use a specific model used the full
model over a period oftwo years, sent in progress reports regularly to the Maryland
Student Service Alliance. shared their experiences with other service-learning
coordinators within the state. and became a local model for service-leaming.
Coordinators were given $1000.00 to use over the two-year period for resources,
materials, transportation, or other necessary items to make the model work. These
coordinators bad to be dedicated to the Seven Best Practices of service-Ieaming (see
Appendix D) and committed to following the lesson plans of the chosen replication
models.
The success ofthe replication models was dependent on the dedication and
commitment of the service-learning coordinators. Therefore it is not surprising that
objectives which represented employability skills were achieved. Since all the
coordinators were teachers in a chosen field of study, it is likely that they chose
replication models that easily complemented their subject area. By implementing the
Seven Best Practices (see Appendix D), they were able to select activities which they
believed essential to extend and maximize their students' academic learning.

Employability skills represented by SCANS, such as the Information, Resources~ and
Interpersonal competencies included skills that are often part of formal curricula.

Teachers who stressed time IIUIIUIgeII1CII money mamapment, organization ofmaterials,
cooperative teaming. exchange ofideas, IDd inteJ:pn:latioa of written and oral

informa1ion foUlld. service-learning activities that reiDfon:ecl these skills. Thus it is
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plausible that employability skills are being presented and practiced through the
curriculums and replication models. Consequently ifmore ofthe SCANS' competencies
were integrated into the replication models, as the Commission for SCANS suggested
(1995), the coordinators would find more activities to link academic learning with
community experiences. Then students would have more opportunities to practice
employability skills.

2. The Adopt a Wetland model showed more evidence ofemployability skills than the
other three models.
The Adopt a Wetland model was infused into the science curriculum and was
taught predominantly by science teachers. The curriculum included correspondence with
the Chesapeake Bay Foundation and the Environmental Protection Agency. Many ofthe

reported activities were on school property or nearby waterways such as Key Swamp and
Chancellors Run. The schools also developed partnerships with historic St Mary's City.
It is possible that the science teachers were previously implementing these activities prior
to the service.leaming requirement and were able to extend some ofthe activities and
objectives to meet the Maryland School-based Service..leami:ng Best Practices (see
Appendix D).
The serv1"",lcarning objectives, based on the School--based Best Practices, were

directed toward developing student responsibility, meeting a community need, planning
~ equipping students with prior knowledp, establishing community putnerships,

and reflecting on personal and. group experiences by assessing final products and making

future recommendations. The students achieved these objectives throuah activities tbat
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emphasized organizing. planning. and allocating time, money, and materials; working
with others in teams, exercising leadership. and negotiating agreements; acquiring,
interpreting. and using infonnation; and understanding complex interrelationships such as
social and organizational systems.

Meeting a recognized need in the community was incorporated into the model
through problem-solving issues of pollution, erosion, and wildlife protection. The
correspondence with local officials and guest speakers from environmental agencies
taught students the skill of doing a needs' assessment ofthe community and establishing
community partnerships. As students completed their final projects by videotaping and
photographing their final products such as trail restorations, hardwood area development,
and new ponds, they were able to reflect on their results, evaluate the end products and

their own performance, and make recommendations for future projects. It was easy to

see the correlation between the documented objectives and the reported. activities.
Science curriculums tend to use cooperative learning and partnership strategies,

so that students practice the interpersonal skills such as teaming, working with diverse
partners, and sharing equipment in the classroom settina prior to working in the
community. On an average, students spent two fUll days at a community site. Ofthe four
models. the students involved in the Adopt a Wetland model spent the longest periods of
time in the community. The nature of the activities such as restoring trails. establishing

ponds, planting trees and shrubs, and developing hardwood areas required students to
work in teams and spend tons periods oftime on the community site.
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3. The Systems competency was least evident in all the models' objectives, outcomes,
and lesson plans.
This competency consisted of predicting impacts on systems' operations,
suggesting modifications to existing systems, operating effectively within social,
organizational, and technological systems, distinguishing trends in performance, and
developing alternative systems to improve performance. Within the Adopt a Wetland
and Stream Restoration model, the students worked within the organizational system of a
school and the surrounding community. Within the Kids Sew for Kids mode~ the
students worked within the school organizational and social systems. Generally students

are given few opportunities to influence a district school system, yet through projects
linked to the community. they can have an impact on their individual schools and

community. The students involved in the Adopt a Wetland and Sueam Restoration
models had opportunities to work: with state and federal organizations by writing
proposals and grants, listening to guest speakers, and communicating with local officials
and the media. However if these experiences were extended to include visits to the

agencies, the students would have more opportunities to see various organizational
systems in operation. By interacting with the employees students could learn how each
job links to the entire ~ how jobs rank in a hiemn::hy, and bow employees work
together to benefit the system.
The one exception to this conclusion included the students who participated in the

Serving Seniors model. They became part of the organiutional and social system of the
nursing home facility. The students followed the routine of the business orpnization
while they carried out their activities with the raidents. They also interacted. within a
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specific social system ofelderly citizens, learning how to communicate both verbally and
non-verbally with residents who were in varying stages of aging. Since the students
spent short periods oftime in these systems over a span of time, they could probably
explain, evaluate on a small scale, and predict some outcomes ofthese systems. In future
research, it would be valuable to ask students about their impression ofsuch systems.
None of the students had experiences with technological systems. If linkages were made
with businesses that used technology, students would have opportunities to experience
how technology influences work production, accuracy. and time management

4.

The skills within the Information competency showed consistent potential in all
models.
The Information competency consisted oforganizing, processing, and interpreting

information. The objectives ofconducting experiments. predictiDg stream quality.
comparing predictions to actual findings. and recording data with graphs and organizers

were examples ofskills found in the Adopt a Wetland and Stream Restoration models.
Though none of the specific objectives in Serving Seniors and Kids Sew for Kids used
verbiage to indicate existence of the lDf'ormation skills. the key informants saw evidence
ofthese skills in the lesson plans.
Within the math and science curriculums. students are expected to organize.
process, and interpret information. These same skills are an inte8fal part of the Maryland

State Performance Assessment Program. (MSPAP). a test designed to ewluatc the
intqration of read;•• thinking. and. writing skills. Since the models were designed by

science teachers or other teachers involved in smnltbe MSPAP. it was not surprisiDg
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that they included information skills in the design ofthe replication models. If the other

SCANS' competencies including Resources, Interpersonal, and Systems were included in
the objectives of all replication models, the potential for teaching employability skills
would increase dramatically.

s.

Using computers to process information was the weakest skill.. across all four models.
The use oftechnology is an essential skill needed in the jobs ofthe 21 st century.

At the least, the average worker needs adequate computer skills to research, organize and

process information, compose reports and letters. or design and develop programs.
The availability ofcomputers within school districts depends on the budgetary
allotments for technology. Individual schools often rely on donations. fundraisers. or

PTA funds to buy computers for their labs and classrooms. The availability offunds
sometimes determines how accessible computers are to the students. If a school bas
enough computers for a lab, students may be allowed to use the lab according to a
designated schedule or on an as needed basis. Ifthc school bas a few computers for each

classroom, students may have less opportunity to use them for building needed academic
and employability skills.
If local educatioual agencies understood the importance of technology in the

schools as a link to future employment. they would consider building partnerships with

local businesses. Collaboration with businesses could teach students how teclmolOlY is
uti1izecl in the workplace and demonstrate the liDk: between school..lJased skiJJs aDd

workplace sIdJJs. Scbool per50lIDClaDd volunteers could request businesses to doDate.
loan, or buy computers for 1bc community scbaols to increase opportuDities for SftIdeDts

"
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to use technology. By collaborating with schools, businesses would enhance their
investment in the future workforce.

6. Participating as members ofa team was the strongest skill, across all four models.
The last part of the 20lh century saw schools move from teacher-centered
models to student-centered models in which students learned from each other through
cooperative leaming. Most schools continue to implement various cooperative learning
strategies which emphasize that each participant can work independently within a tearn,
then share their ideas or results with the team. Since our schools are becoming more
multi-cultura1, students are developing skills to appreciate cultural differences, to learn
patience with bilingual speakers, and to pull the strengths ofa team together. By
teaching students to work both independently and interdependently, teachers are
preparing students to work in the new workplaces.
As schools have changed their mode ofoperation, so have businesses. Businesses

have shifted from top-down ~ models to front-line management models in
which all levels of workers share in the improvement ofthe total system. Because our
global economy is becoming more competitive, employees are expected to be fleXIble,
work coUaboratively, and possess a broad. nmge ofiDterpersonal skills. The demands on
businesses require employers to loot for workers wbo are able to adapt to new situations
and have the ability to wort with diverse populations. Decisions are made closer to the

frontlincs, therefore workers must be able to tbink creatively, share i~ and problem

solve as a team. The cbaDps in schools and the workplace demonstrate the COIltinued
need to empbasizc team-buildinl strateaics in both 81eD1S.
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Implications for Service-learning Programs
This study identified several implications for service-learning programming.
which included the following:
L Revise the cwrent replication models to include additioual skills from the SCANS'
competencies.
According to this study. the acquisition ofemployability skills varied with each
replication model. The Adopt a Wetland model showed the most evidence of
employability skills scoring from 29% in the high range for the Interpersoual competency
to 20% in the low range for the Resources competency. The Serving Seniors model
showed the same competency areas in the high and low range,. with scores of 14% and
40%. respectively. The Stream Restoration model scored from SOO.4 in the high range for
Resources competency to 71% in the low range for the Systems competency. The Kids
Sew for Kids model showed the same competency areas in the bigh and low range, with
scores of 40% and 43%. respectively (see Tables 7a-d.).

Each model may fit naturally with certain competency areas. For example, the
Serving Seniors model mayempbasize the Interpersonal competency more because the

activities are people-oriented.. The designers of the replication models did not use the
SCANS' competeDcies as ODe of their criteria; therefore the observed competencies were

incidental, DOt intentional. If SCANS was used as criteria for implementing
employability skills. there is potential for iDcreasiDg the presence ofemployability skills
in each modeJ.
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2. Incorporate the SCANS' competencies into the design of new replication models.
Employability skills were evident in the four most frequently used models: Adopt
a Wetland. Stream Restoration. Serving Seniors~ and Kids Sew for Kids
(See Figures 7a-<l.). Based on the SCANS' competencies as the measure for
employability skills, each model varied in the types ofempJoyability slci1ls that were
present More skills were evident within the Resources and Interpersonal competencies

than the Information and Systems competencies. Since the SCANS' report recommended
that employability skills become a part of the school curriculum and this study
demonstrated that employability skills were being taught through service-learning
curricula. it makes sense to incorporate these skills into other service-learning models.

3. Begin service-learning activities at the middle school level and continue implementing

different models through high school.
As students advance through the grade levels, their employability skills sbauJd

increase as their academic skills increase. As stated in the literature Dewey believed that

connected experiences created meaning. Ifeach service-learning experience were
connected to the next. the opportunities for skill development would increase. Since each
replication model tends to emphasize diifereat employability stills, students should be
exposed to a gamut ofservice-learning activities tbrouahout their school career. The
literature stated that, through service-leaming activities, students bave a sn:ater sense of
civic awan:ness. social responstbility. empowerment, and incn:ased self-ateem. By

stanin& in middle schoo~ students become more comfortable with workiD& between
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school and the community. By the time they graduate. students should be able to
demonstrate mastery ofemployability skills.

4. Encourage partnerships with local businesses and community organizations to provide
service-learning experiences within their enterprises.
Employers are the primary benefactors ofsuccessful students; therefore the
business community has a stake in our educational system to teach the skills needed for
the world of work. In the literature Dewey stated, "The only adequate training for
occupations is training through occupations". Employers' willingness to involve students
in their businesses can help students develop important skills for employment and form
positive attitudes about work. As more partnerships are established with the business
community, employers may see students as additional resources to help solve problems in
the larger community. Through service-learning, employers can have a greater impact on

the linkages between academic leaming and ex:perientialleaming.
According to an employability review in 1990, employers thought that schools

were doing a poor job ofdeveloping attitudes, abilities, and skills need for employability
and suggested that schools should take more respoasibility in this development Those

school systems that have transition specialists or job developers, should consider meshing
the service-learning component into their roles. This role, which acts as a liaison
between the school and the community, should have an UD.derstandiDa ofthe SCANS'

competencies and the scope and sequence of each cunicular subject in order to provide

appropriate linkages. The transition specialist or job developer finds willing employers.,
assesses their business needs. then makes a match between a student's streJIBIbs and an
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employer s needs. If service-learning is incorporated into their role. they can assist
Y

school-based service-leaming coordinators in designing service-learning programs for
students which will meet community needs.

5. Provide ongoing professional development for teachers to learn the connection

between service and learning; and the connection between service-learning and
employability skills.
Service-learning is still an unknown concept to many teachers. Though service
learning is mandated by the state ofMarylan~ few teachers have opted to use the formal
service-learning models.

I.ankar~

in 1990, believed that if employability skill

development was taught concurrently with the academic subjects~ students would
"demonstrate behaviors that will enhance their job performance ... ". Many teachers are

unaware ofthe potential for service-learning to enhance academic achievement and
employability skills. This study demonstrated that most teachers involved in service
learning are senior teachers., having taught for ten or more years (see Table 2.). In an
effort to increase the pool of teachers using service-leaming models~ school systems

should provide training through workshops to raise the level of awareness about the
benefits ofservice-leaming and to assist interested teachers in linking service to their
content curricula or extra-c:urricularactivities. Seed money for this training is available
through P.L. 101-610: Serve America: The Community Service~ Schools. and Service

Leaming Act of 1990.
According to this research study,. the employability skills that -were tausbt in tile
service-leaming models were based on the SCANS· competencies.. The Council ofChid
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State School Officers (CCSSO). in 1997. suggested that students who engaged in service
learning would learn competencies and foundation skills for employability and
responsible citizenship. Teachers need training in the SCANS' competencies. Teachers
should know which skills encompass each competency. how these skills are related to
service-leamina, and how the competencies can be incorporated into their existing
curricula. Monies are available through The School-to-Work Opportunity Act. Goals
2000: Educate America Act. and the National and Community Service Trust Act for

teachers to build connections between service-learning and school-to-career
opportunities.

6. Train potential teachers at the college level to linIc academic learning with

experiential service-learning and employability skills.
Ifeducators are serious about linking academic learning in school to the world of

work., reform must start at the top. by educating fUture teachers. Experientia11eaming,
community-based learning, and work-based leaming should be integral concepts within
teacher preparation comsework. Future teachers should be cballenged to build the
SCANS' competencies into their teaching strategies., leam how to make contacts and

liDJcases with businesses and organimions. and forp programs that incorporate SCANS,
semce..leamina, and content curricula.

7. otTer interdiscipliDaly service-leamiDa courses in hip. school., led by a few teachers

who can spend more time on the linbps between academics and experience.
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An interdisciplinary service-leaming course can combine several subject areas,

such as English. math, social studies.. and an to integrate multiple concepts through
community projects. Students would implement the three elements ofservice-learning:
preparation.. action.. and reflection (see Appendix E) and the Best Practices (see Appendix
D) to assess a community's needs, target a particular need in the community. and work

on a broad range of issues around the need. Students could work in teams within
community organizations, build long-term relationships with businesses. or collaborate
with community leaders. The course would provide opportunities for students to relate
their community experiences with global issues that are discussed in the various subjects.

8. Include employability skills, based on SCANS. in statewide assessments.

Currently, in Maryland, students are assessed on basic academic skills until they pass
specific functional tests. Yearly, they are tested on the application of reading, writing,
and math skills to general problem-solving. By the year 2004, students will be ~
to pass tests that assess their knowledge ofthe state curriculum for subjects such as

English. science.. social studies. and math. These tests are designed to assure that high
school graduates are adequately prqmed to function as citizens in today' s society. under
Goal 3 of the Goals 2000: Educatc America Act of 1994.
Goal S of the GoaIs 2000 agenda advocates for literate adults who are able to compete
in the global economy. Many advocates ofservice-leaming suggest that unpaid

involvement in the community provides meaningfid links between daily liviDg and work

skilJs. develops discipline and maturity in the workplace. and teaches work·reIated. sIdlls
(Choy. Alt, & Hc:nkc. 1994; Hamilton & Hamilton, 1994; Smitil. Walker. & Baker•

•
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1980). If we expect young adults to have the skills to enter the job market. schools must
provide a variety ofexperiences to help students leam adequate and marketable skills for
the world ofwork. This study demonstrated that service-learning is one way to provide
students with opportunities to gain this knowledge. If students are given many
opportunities to become involved in service-learning programs, evaluated after each
service-learning activity, allowed to reflect on their own experiences, then assessed on
specific employability skills. students have the potential to graduate with the SCANS'
competencies as a foundation for future work experiences.

9. Build service-learning into transition plans for students with disabilities.

A significant goal on a student's Individualized Education Plan and

Individualized Transition Plan is to increase opportunities to be included with non
disabled peers. Yoder. in 1996. suggested that service-learning gave students with
disabilities the oppornmity to be givers instead of takers. This study demonstrated that
students with disabilities participated along with their non-disablcd peers in service
learning activities. This research suggests that service-learning decreases the risk of
students with disabilities becoming recipients ofservice and increases their chances of
providing the service for others. Through service-leaming activities, students with
disabilities learn to advocate for themselves and discover their strenstbs. talents. and

interests.
Historically, students with disabilities have a lower rate of employment. The
difficulty in ""Iring the transition from school to work is often a discourqi.ng experience
(Mitbau& 1994; Warpr,199O; Yoder, 1996). Tbrough servicc-lcamiDg adivities and
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other unpaid job situations. students can learn necessary employability skills. These
opportunities will increase their odds ofgaining and maintaining employment.

Recommendations for Future Research
The results of this study should be used to: a) contribute to the development of
service-learning models that reflect employability skills; b) generate more thought about
the connection between academic learning and community-based and work-based
experiences; and c) create more educational programs that support students' transition to
the work world.
This study focused on the employability skills. measured by the SCANS'
competencies, that were gained through specific service-learning replication models.
This researcher recommends that other service-learning models, used throughout the
United States. should be measured for employability skills, using SCANS. Since many
school systems are experimenting with service-learning models, further research should
focus on the types ofemployability skills gained in those models.
Several questions arose which could be addressed in future studies. Some of

these questions are:
1. How do the other replication models in MarylaDd rate in the attainment of

employability skills?
2. What employability skills do students report that they are teaming in service

teaming programs?
3. What other models are being implcmenu:cl to address service-teaming at all
levels ofeducation?
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4. What is the role ofservice-learning as a transition tool for special education
students?
This study showed evidence ofemployability skills in the content ofreplication
models designed by the state ofMaryland and in the outcomes ofthe models, as reported
by the service-learning coordinators. This was only a first step in ascertaining the
existence ofemployability skills within service-learning activities. As interest in school
to-work transition programs for all students increases, the role of service-leaming
initiatives will expand. As a nation we have the responsibility to determine how well our
children are measuring up to the standards ofemployability expected by employers. As
educators, parents, and citizens, we must assure that the graduates in the twenty-first
century achieve the ultimate goal of the Goals 2000: Educate America Act, which states
that "'Every school in America will ensure that all students learn to use their minds well
so they may be prepared for responsible citizenship, further learning, and productive
employment..
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SCANS' CompeteDcies

Resourc:es: IdeDtifies, Org.Dius, plans, ud .Uocates resourc:es
A. Time: selects goal-relevant activities~ ranks them. allocates time, and prepares
and follows schedules
B. Money: uses or prepares budgets, makes forecasts, keeps records~ and makes
adjustments to meet objectives
C. Materials and Facilities: acquires, stores, allocates, and uses materials or space
efficiently
D. Human Resources: assesses skills and distributes work: accordingly; evaluates
performance and provides feedback
IaterpenoDal: Works witb otben
A. Participates as members ofa team and contnbutes to group effort
B. Teaches other s new slalls
C. Services clients and customers: works to satisfy customers' expectations
D. Exercises leadership: communicates ideas to justify position, persuades and
convinces other, and responsibly challenges existing procedures and policies
E. Negotiates: works toward agreements involving exchange of resources, and
resolves divergent interests
F. Works with diversity: works well with men and women from diverse
backgrounds
laformatioD: Ac:quires .Dd uses infO....tiOD
A Acquires and evaluates information
B. Orpnizes and maintains information
C. Interprets and communicates infODDation
D. Uses computers to process information
Systems: UDdentaDds C:OlDples illterrelatioDllips
A Understands systems: knows how social, organizational, and technological
systems work and operates effectively with them
B. Monitors and corrects performance: distinguishes trends, predicts impacts on
systems operations, diagnoses deviations in systems' performances an con:ects

malfimctions
C. Improves or designs systems: sugests modifications to existing systems and
develops new or alternative systems to improve perfol1D8D.Ce
Source: What Work Requires ofSchoo1s: A SCANS Re.port for America 2000.1une
1991,U.S. Department ofLabor, p.xvii.
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Service Learning Skills and Competencies
As outlined by the Council ofChief State School Officers
Resources: Identifies, organizes, plans, and allocates resources
A Time: identifies community issues or problems through inquiry. manages time, and

follows schedules
B. Materials and facilities: acquires, stores. allocates. and uses materials or space
efficiently
C. Human resources: assesses skills and distributes work. accordingly; responds to
internal and external evaluation ofperformance
Personal growth and development
A Works collegially with others to complete tasks: knows how to work in teams and
share responsibilities
B. Produces information and new knowledge: becomes a producer ofnew information
and is responsible for own learning
C. Services clients and customers: develops products for real audiences, works to satisfy
customers, work. and products have meaning to others beyond the school and
classroom
D. Exercises leadership: communicates ideas to justify position, persuades and convinces
others, responsibly challenges existing procedures and policies
E. Negotiates: works toward agreements involving exchange of resources and resolves
divergent interests
F. Works with diversity: understand, appreciates, and is able to relate to people from a
wide range of backgrounds and life situations
Information: Acquires and uses information
A Acquires and evaluates information

B. Organizes and uses infonnation
C. IDterprets information
D. Uses a variety ofmethods and technologies to process and communicate information
E. Applies information in new contexts
Systems: Understands complex intcrrelatiODSbips
A Understands systemS: knows how social aDd orpnizational systems work aDd
operates effectively with them to complete tasks
B. Responds to social issues or community needs
C. Improves or desips systems: infUses iDDovative ideas for improving institutional
practices ofschools aDd communities

"
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Service-Learning Rc.mlication Model Programs

1. Cemetery Preservation: Students restore and preserve a local historical cemetery by
researching the lives ofpeople buried there; plot and line pathways through the
cemetery; identify and remove trees; plant ground cover to prevent erosion; educate
citizens and county government about preservation ofmstoric cemeteries.
2. Service-Learning Through nemes in Literature: Infused into the English
curriculum., focusing on teacher-selected theme in literature, such as "appreciating
diversity" or "respecting differences"; projects are developed through collaboration
with students, teachers. and community partners, in response to a need identified by
the partner in the community.
3. Kids Sew for Kids: Infused into the Home Economics sewing curriculum; students
work: in pairs to make an outfit for a homeless child; collaboration with a local fabric
store and homeless shelter; letters to children in shelter and visit to deliver outfits.
4. StoryteUen Serving Othen: Infused into the Theater Arts curriculum; students select
and prepare stories for a younger population in the community, such as Head Start;
students perform in community one on one with children and have lunch with them.
S. Food for the HODleless: Infused into Math curriculum; students conduct fund raiser
and use profits to buy food to make bag lunches to donate to local soup kitchen;
collaboration among students, community food wholesalers, potential donators, and
soup kitchen personnel.

6. Stream Restoration: Students build an outdoor classroom and study area near a
stream; perform stream cleanup, maintenance and restoration; projects include
construction of animal habitats, steps, retaining walls, sampling and study of fish,
water and plants, construction and maintenance oftrails; students educate local
citizens on importance of stream preservation.
7. Adopt a Wetland: Students work with Environmental Protection Apnc:y and

Chesapeake Bay Foundation to improve and maintain environmental balance of local

swamps; remove and document invasive plants; create living exlubits of plants used. by
origiDal native populations and settlers.

8. CariDI Drougta Co...uicatioa TeclaaoJoey: Intbsed into Technology Education
curriculum; students examine commUDity needs" choose an issue, and work in small
sroups to research topics; plan, develop. perfOl'Dl, tape and edit a public service
aDDOUIlCCIDent addressing their issue.
9. Servial DOle ia Need: Students read a piece oflitcra1:1ft that focuses on poverty;
students form a pat"t1IerSbip with a local shelter to determine the needs ofthe people;
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items are made or bought and distttbuted to the residents ofthe shelter.
10. Serving Semon: Students study the characteristics of the elderly; visit nursing homes
or retirement communities to read. play games, write letters, conduct recreational
activities with residents and interview residents about their lives.
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Maryland School-Based Service-Learning Best Practices
I. Meet a recognized need in the community.

2. Achieve cunicular objectives through service-learning.
3. Reflect throughout service-learning experience.
4. Develop student responsibility.
5. Establish community partnerships.
6. Plan ahead for service-learning.
7. Equip students with knowledge and skills needed for service.
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Standards for Credit-Beariag Service-Learaiag ia Marylaad
L Service-Leaming Preparation: provides link between service-learning activities and
specific cwriculum objectives. while preparing students to do service.

2. Service-Learning Action: means making a difference through actions of caring by
personal contact in the community, and/or through actions ofcitizenship.

3. Service-Learning Reflection: includes some response from a peer or adult, and allows
time for students to express their thoughts, feeling. questions. and what they learned as
they performed the service.
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Thank you for your timel
Due Date:
Title of your Replication
Model:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(if you use more than one, base this survey on the model of your choice)

Service-Le.ming Regligalign Modlls
SurveV Question,
Using a scale of 1 (least likely) to 4 (most likely) rate the employability skills
that adolescents attain as a result of participating in the service-learning
Replication Model, which you are currently using.
NOTE: Please consider the outcome competencies of your most recent
graduates. Ple. .e keep them in mind as you respond to each item.

11

least likely

most

likely

1. Selects goals for activities

1

2

3

4

2. Organizes information

1

2

3

4

3. Participates as members of a team

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

6. Provides feedback to others

1

2

3

4

7. Prioritizes goals for activities

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

4. Makes adjustments to a budget to
accomplish a project or activity

5.

Predicts impacts on systems' operations

8. Persuades others through verbal

communication
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least likely

most likely

9. Suggests modifications to existing
systems

1

2

3

4

10. Uses computers to process information

1

2

3

4

11. Works with others from diverse
background

1

2

3

4

12. Operates effectively within social systems

1

2

3

4

13. Prepares a budget for a project or adivity

1

2

3

4

14. Uses materials efficiently

1

2

3

4

15. Operates effectively within technological
systems

1

2

3

4

16. Negotiates towards an agreement

1

2

3

4

17. Interprets information

1

2

3

4

18. Organizes time for an activity

1

2

3

4

19. Teaches others new skills

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

20. Operates effectively within organizational

systems
21. Allocates appropriate time to accomplish

each goal
22. Satisfies customers' expectations
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most likely

least likely
23. Keeps records pertaining to project or
adivity

1

2

3

4

24. Distinguishes trends in performance

1

2

3

4

25. Follows schedules to accomplish an activity
or complete a project

1

2

3

4

26. Justifies a position

1

2

3

4

27. Develops alternative systems to improve
performance

1

2

3

4

Thank you for your helpl
Would you like a copy of the survey results?

Vas

No_ _

ISS

Demographic Infonnation
Part I

Which Replication Model are you using? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
County in which you taach:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Type of school: _ _.Middle school (6-8)

_....;Middle school (7-8)

_ _High school (9-12)

Length of time as a Service-learning coordinator: _ _ _ _ __
Length of time in Teaching profession: _ _ _ _ __
Type of teacher:
____
aeneral education
education

___special education

_ _vocational

_-,other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

What subject do you teach? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
How many service-learning students are you responsible for? _ __
Grade(s):
6
_12
(# of students per)

_7

_8

_9

_10

_11

What is the number of students with disabilities in your service-l_ming
program?
educational _ _ __

physical _ __

emotional _ __
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Demographic (nfonnation
Part II
How often do you take students into the community to participate in
service-learning activities?
a) Estimate the number of hours per student

b) Estimate the frequency of trips per student _ _ __
Describe the type of community site your students utilize for service
learning activities? (Please describe in detail; ex. size, proximity to school.
public or private institution, number of adults who work with students, types of
adivities in which students participate. etc.)

Do students reflect on their service learning activities? Yes_ No_
If "Yes", how often do students reflect on their .ervice-leaming activities?

_ _directly after a community site

_-,directly after each activity
visit

_ _,student independently chooses reftection time
__-,other__

~

______

~

__

~

____

~~~

____________________

What format do you use for student reflection?
_~joumal

_ _othe.r

_ _..
group discussion

_ _.supervisory conference
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or

Using a scale of 1 (hiC' quality evidence preteDt)., 2 (_ediam quality or evidence present), and 3
(low quality evidence present), rate the Replication Model which you are reviewing.

or

Competency A: These materials give participants the opportunity to identify. organize. Plan. and
allocate time.
Indicaton of meeting this criterion:
I. Participants select goal-relevant activities.
2. Participants rank activities. according to importanee.
3. Participants allocate the necessary amount of time for each activity.
4. Participants foHow schedules.

3

2

1

COlDpeteacy B: These materials give participant the opportunity to identify. organize, Plan. and allocate
money.
IDdicaton of meeting this criterion:

1.
2.
3.
4.
1

Participants use or prepare a budget.
Participants estimate monetary needs
Participants keep financial records.
Participants make monetary adjustments to meet objectives.
3

2

eo_peteacy C: These awerials give participants the opportunity to identify, orpnize. plan. and
allocate awerials and &ciIities.
ladicaton of meeting this criterion:
1. ParticipaDts acquiR Deeded materials.
2. Participaats aore materials ill • syste:IDICic: way.
3. Participaats allocate materialslticiJities in an organized manner.
4. Participants use materialsl&cilities e8ic:ieratJ.y.

1

2

eo_peII8cy 0: These materials aM: puticipaau the opportuDity to
aIIoc:ate human raoun::es.

3

identify, orpnize. pian. lad

lIIdicaton ofmeedag dais criterion:
1. Participmts UIeII skills ofworkers.
2. Panicipmts distribute work ICCOI'ding to workers' skiDs.
3. PII1icipants evaluate perfonaace of workers.
4. Partic:ipams provide feedbIct to worbn.

1

2

3
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Competency E: These materials give service-leaming participants the opportunity to participate as
members ofa group.
IDdicators ofmeeting this criterion:
L Panicipants verbally contribute to the group efl'on.
2. Participants listen to others' contributions to the group.
3. Participants cany out specific roles within the group, voluntarily or wben assigned.
4. Participants accept contn'butions of others to the group eJfon.
1

2

3

COlDpelalcy F: These materials give service-learning participants the opponunity to teach ~ skills to

others.

IDdicators of meeting this criterion:
1. Participants explain the skill
2. Participants model the skill.
3. PanicipIDts answer questions about the skill.
4. Participants evaluate others' capabilities to utilize the skill
1

2

3

Compet_cy G: These materials give service-lcamiDg participlDts the opportunity to service clients and

customers.
IDdicators ofmeeting this criterion:
1. ParticipantS listen to client's expectations.
2. Panicipants demonstrate understIDdiDg ofclient's expectations.
3. Participants work to sati.sfY cIimt's expectations.
1

2

3

Compet_cy B: These materials give servicc-leuniag puticipants the opportunity to excrcUe ladenbip.

ladiators ofmeeting this criterion:
1. Partic:ipaats communicate ideas to justify position.
2. Panic:ipams pcrsuldelCOtWiDce odlen ofideu.
3. PIl"dcipams respoDllbly cbaIlqe existiDa proc:eduraIpoIicics.
1

2

3

CoaapetellCf I: These materials give servicc-1eamiDa participants the opportunity to nepiare
agreements

ladiacon ofmeebIIa tbis criterion:
1. Panicipam.exdwnp ideuIiIIues with otben.
2. PIrti\iipIDtI raoM: cIiwqeat _ _ with otbm.
3. Pu1icipIats COIDpIoaiIe. when ~. with otben.
1

2

3
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. Competency J: These materials give service-learning participants the opportunity to work with
others from diverse baclcgrounds.
Iadicaton of meeting this criterion:
1. Participants are tolerant ofothers from diverse backgrounds.
2. Participants accept ideas from people of diverse backgrounds.
3. The panicipants willingly work with people from diverse backgrounds.
1

1

1

Competency K! These materials give service-learning participants the opportunity to acquire and use
information.
Indicaton ofmecting this criterioo:
1. Participants acquires and evaluates information.
2. Participants organize and maintain information.
3. Participants interpret and communicate information.
4. Participants use computers to process information.
1

1

1

Competeacy L: These materials give service-learning participants the opportunity to understaDd complex
systems.

Indicaton of meeting this criterioo:
1. Participants know bow social systems work and operate effectively with them.
2. Participants know bow organizational systems work and operue effectively with them.
3. Participants know bow tedmological systems work and operate effectively with them.
1

2

1

COIDpelellcy M: Tbese IDIlerials live service-icamiDg panicipaDtS the opportunity to monitor aad comet
pafOI'llWlCe within social. orpaiDbonai. aad tecbnolosical systems.
Iadicalon of meeting this criterion:
1. Paniciputs diJtiD81,ish trends IDIOII8 soc:iaI. orpoiational. aad
tcdmoJosicaJ syslems.
2. Panic:ipaDts predict impact(1) oftnnds OIl systems' operatioDi.
3. PU1icipIDts di•.,.,." deviatioas in systems' performance.
4. Panic:ipaau comet malfimctiODI in systems' perfi:mnanc:e.
1

3

C. .peIeIICJ N: Tbese materials live service-lamiag panicipIms the opponunity to improve or desip
systems.
. . . . . . . . ofmeetiDgdis criterion:

1. Panicipuds . . . . maclificatioas to aisIiDa syslCIDS.
2. PIftic:ipams develop ar:w or IIIcrDaIM systems to improve performance.

1

3
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Pre-Letter
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Ruth Brodsky
P.o. Bar 1233
BllnonsvlUe, MlJryllllld 20866

January 2, 1999

Coordinator Name
School Name
School Address
Dear Coordinator Name:
As a current educator and previous service-learning coordinator in Prince Georges
County, I am interested in the types of skills which adolescents leam through

participation in service-learning activities. I am a doctoral student at The George
Washington University and am in the process of writing a dissenation entitled UA
Comparative Investigation of Service-Learning Models in Maryland: Student Outcomes
in Relationship to Employability Skills.... Part ofthe data collection process involves a
survey to investigate the employability skills which adolescents attain as a result of
participating in service-learning activities as presented in the Maryland Service-learning
Replication Models.
Within the next week, I will send a survey to each service-learning coordinator who is
using one of the ten Replication Models published through the Maryland Student Service
Alliance. As an educator. currently working in Prince Georges COlmty, I understand your
time constraints. I would appreciate it if you would take fifteen minutes to have a cup of
tea and complete the short survey, then retwn it by the due date. I will gladly share the
results with you upon request If you have any questions or concerns, you may reach me
at home (301-236-9577), in the evenings. Ifyou call during the day,leave your phone
number. and I will return your call.
Thank you in advance for your time and cooperation.

Sincerely youn,

Ruth Brodsky
Mr. Luke Frazier. MSSA Director
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Appendix I
Cover Letter
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Ruth Brodsky
P.o. Box 1233
Burtonsville, MIIryland 20866
January 9, 1999

Coordinator Name
School Name
School Address

Dear Coordinator Name:

As a current educator and previous service--leaming coordinator in Prince
Georges County, I am interested in the types of skiDs which adolescents learn
through participation in service-learning activities. I am also a doctoral student
at The George Washington University and am in the process of writing a
dissertation entitled A Comparative Investigation of Service--Learning Models
in Maryland: Student Outcomes in Relationship to Employability SkiDs." Part of
the data collection process involves a survey to investigate the employability
skills which adolescents attain as a result of participating in service--leaming
activities as presented in the Maryland Service-learning Replication Models.
II

Please take fifteen minutes, have a cup of tea, and complete the survey. Then
enclose it in the stamped, addressed envelope and return it by the due date. I
will gladly share the results with you, upon request If you have any questions
or concerns, you may reach me at home (301-236-9577), in the evenings. If you
call during the day, leave your phone number, and I will return your caD. Thank
you again for your time and cooperation.
Sincerely YOUlS,

Ruth Brodsky

Mr. Luke Frazier, MSSA Director
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Ruth Brodsky
P.o. Box 1233

Burtonsville, Mllryland 20866

February 22, 1999

Coordinator Name
School Name
School Address

Dear Coordinator Name:
As a current educator and previous service-learning coordinator in Prince

Georges County, I am interested in the types of skills which adolescents learn
through participation in service-learning activities. I am also a doctoral student
at The George Wasmngton University and am in the process of writing a
dissertation entitled II A Comparative Investigation of Service-Learning Models
in Maryland: Student Outcomes in Relationship to Employability Skills." Part of
the data collection process involves a survey to investigate the employability
skills which adolescents attain as a result of participating in service-learning
activities as presented in the Maryland Service-learning Replication Models.

I recently sent you a letter and survey about the outcomes of service-learning. I
did not receive any response from you. Perhaps you forgot, due to your busy
schedule or perhaps I did not have your correct location. I have called each
Service-leaming contact person in the counties throughout Maryland to verify
locations of each Service-leaming coordinator. Please take fifteen minutes, have
a cup of tea, and complete the entire survey. 1ben enclose it in the stamped,
addressed. envelope and retum it by the due date. I will gladly share the results
with you, upon request. If you have any questions or concerns, you may reach
me at home (301-236-9577), in the evenings. If you an during the day, leave
your phone number, and I will return your an. Thank you again for your time
and cooperation.

an

SiDcere1y yours,
Ruth Brodsky
Mr. Luke Frazier,:M$A Director
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Average Ranking for Slalls Related to the SCANS' Competencies
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Table Kl.
Average Ranking for Skills Related to the Resources Com3tencies
SCANS Questions
Model
Serving
Seniors

n:::10

Q7

Q13

Q14

Q18

Q21

Q23

Q25

3.091
M 2.818 2.091

2.727

1.636

2.545

2.727

2.455

2.000

2.636

QI

Q4

Q6

SoU

.751

.944

.701

.786

.809

.820

.647

.522

.775

.924

M

3.300

2.700

3.500

3.100

2.900

3.500

3.700

3.200

3.600

3.500

m

.949

.949

.527

1.433

1.197

.707

.483

.632

.278

.527

M

3.143

2.714 3.286

3.429

2.714

4.000

3.714

3.571

3.000

3.714

m

.900

1.380

.756

.535

1.254

0.000

.488

.535

.667

.488

M 3.182

1.909 3.415

2.818

1.636

3.000

2.727

2.818

3.000

3.302

m

.944

.751

1.027

.775

.786

1.079

1.400

.739

Stream
~

n=ll
Kids Sew
(<<Kids

n=7
Adopt a
Wedand

.751

n=l1
Key: High: Mean

=~ 3.5

..801

=

Medium: Mean 2.5<3.5

=

Low: Mean <2.5
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TableKl.
Averale RaDkiDl for Sldlls Related to the IDteroenoDal
ComoeteDeies
SCANS Questions

Model

Q3

Q8

Qll

Q16

Q19

Q22

Q26

3.545

2.727

3.273

2.364

2.636

2.545

2.182

.522

.647

.786

LOSS

.809

.820

.874

.M

3.800

3.100

3.100

2.500

3.500

2.300

3.300

S

.422

.876

.876

.850

.8S0

1.160

.483

3.857

3.143

3.429

2.714

2.857

3.714

3.000

.373

1.215

.787

l.113

1.069

.488

1.000

.M

3.727

3.455

3.000

2.636

3.545

2.636

3.182

S

.647

.522

1.000

.924

.688

1.120

.874

M
Serving
Seniors

n=lO

S
0

Stream
Restonuion

n=ll

0
Kids Sew
for Kids

n=7

.M
S
0

Adopt.
WetJand

n=ll

0

Key: High: Mean = ~ 3.5

Maclium: Mean = 2.5<3.5

low: Mean = <2.5
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Table 10.
Averale Rankin& for Skills
Related to tbe IDforDlation
CODlHtencies

SCANS Questions
Model
Saving
Seniors

n=IO

Q2

QI0

Q17

M

3.182

2.4.5.5

3.273

~

.603

1.293

.647

3.000

2.100

2.800

.943

.844

.919

3.000

2.143

2.714

.816

1.215

.915

M

3.273

2.818

3.4.5.5

~

.786

.874

.688

0
M
SQam
Rc:stontion

n=11

S
0

M
Kids Sew
for Kids
n=7
~

0
Adopt a

Wetland
n==ll

D.

Key: High: Mean =~ 3.5

=

Medium: Mean 2.5<3.5

Low: Mean

=<2.5
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TableK4.
Averaae RaDkin&: for Skills Related to the S!stems
ComaeteDcies

SCANS Questions

Model

Q5

Q9

Q12

Q15

Q20

Q24

Q27

M

2.727

3.455

3.364

3.091

3.364

2.545

3.091

S.

.467

.522

1.027

1.044

.674

.820

.701

M

2.300

1.900

3.000

2.100

2.900

1.900

2.100

StrcIm
Restonlioo

S.

1.160

.994

.943

.994

.994

1.433

1.197

n=11

0
M

2.286

3.143

3.286

2.604

3.143

1.857

2.286

S.

.756

.900

.756

1.152

.378

.690

.951

2.600 2.600 3.200 2.700

3.200

3.150

2.600

.632

.747

1.174

Serving

Seniors
n=10

Kids Sew
for Kids
n=7
Adopt a

Wetland
0=11

Key:

0

0
M

S.

.843

0
High: Mean ~ 3.5

=

.966

.789

.949

Medium: Mean

=2.5<3.5

law: Mean

=<2.5
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Mean Score Representing Evidence of Skills within Resources, Interpersonal,
Information, and Systems Competencies based on Key Informant Rubric
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Table Lt.
MeaD Scot! Re;ereseDtiDl EvideDce of Skills
witiliD Resources ComoeteD£!
based OD Kev InformaDt Rubric
SCANS Questions

QA

QB

QC

QD

M

1.800

2.000

2.600

1.800

~

.837

1.000

.548

.837

M

1.600

2.200

1.800

1.600

~

.894

1.095

.447

.894

M

1.800

2.200

S.

.837

1.095

.707

.837

M 1.600

1.400

1.800

2.000

So

.548

.837

.707

Model

Serving
Seniors
n=10

Q

Stream

Restoration
n=11

0
Kids Sew for

Kids

2.000 2.200

n=7

D
Adopt.
Wltbmd
n=11

Key: High: Me.-.

=~ 3.5

D

.894

=

Medium: Mean 2.5<3.5

Low: Mean

=<2.5
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Table U.

.

Mean Score Representing Evidence of Skills within
IateroenonaICoDlp!tenC!
baaed OD K!! laformant Rubric
SCANS Questions

QE

Model

Serving
Seniors
n=10

QF

QO

QH

QI

QJ

M

1.200 2.000

1.600

1.800 2.200

1.600

~

.447

.548

1.095

.837

.894

.707

0

M

1.800 2.000 2.400 2.000 2.200 2.000

RcsunticIl

~

.837

n=11

0

Sbam

KidsScw
for Kids
&=7
AdoptWetlancl
0=11

.707

.894

.707

.837

.707

M

1.600 2.000

1.800 2.200 2.200

2.000

S.

.548

1.095

.837

1.000

.707

.837

0

M 1.200 2.200 2.000 1.600 1.600 2.200
i .447 .837 1.000 .548 .894 .837
D

Key: High: Mean = ~ 3.5

Medium: Mean = 2.5<3.5

Low:: Mean = <2.5
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T.bleL3.
MeaD Score RepreseatiDg EvideDce of
Sldlls withiD ..form.tioDCo.peteDey
based OD Key ..fo....pt Rubric

SCANS Questions
Model
QK
ServiDg
Seniors
0=10

M

£

1.800

0

.837

M

1.600

jj
Scream

Rc:storalion
0=11

£

0
Kids Sew for

Kids

.894

M 1.600

n=7

AdoptWedaad

~

.894

M

1.400

n=1I

A .821
Key: High: Me.-t 8: C!: 3.5

Medk.m: Mean =2.5<3.5

Low: Mean 8: <2.5
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TablelA.
MeaD Score RegreseDtiDI
Evidence ofSidlis withiD SIstems
ComBteDe!
based OD Kev IDformaDt Rubric
SCANS Questions

QL

Model

ScrviDg
Seniors
0=10

Saam
R.estoratioo

0=11

M

QN

QM

2.000 2.600

2.600

.S48

.S48

M

1.600 2.200

1.800

~
D

.894

.894

~

D

.707

.837

M 1.800 2.200 2.400

KidsScw
forKicls ~
0=7

D

Adopt a
WcdaDd
0=11

Key: High: ......

=~ 3.5

I.09S

.837

.894

M 2.000 2.400 2.200
~

D

.707

.894

=

Medium: Mean 2.5<3.5

.447

=

Low: Mean <2..5
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Appendix M
Comparison of Evidence of Employability Skills Rated by Key Informants across
all Models
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Comparison of Evidence of Employability Skills Rated by Key Informants
across all Models
SCANS Competencies
Resources

Model

H

M

L

Adopt.
Wetland
Stream
Restoration
Serving
Seniors
Kids Sew
forJtOds

25%

75%

0%

n=5

Information

Interpersonal

H

M

Systems

L

L

0%

33%

67%

0%

0%

67%

33%

100%

0%

0%

33%

67%

100%

0%

0%

33%

67%

M

L

0%

17%

50%

33%

0%

100%

0%

75%

25%

0%

67%

33%

0%

100%

0%

75%

25%

17%

67%

33%

0%

0%

50%

50%

0%

67%

33%

0%

M=medium

L=low

Key: H=high

H

M

H

•
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Appendix N
Comparison of Evidence of Employability Skills Rated by Service-leaming
Coordinators across all Models
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Comparison of Evidence of Employability Skil,. Rated by Service-learning
Coordinators across all Models
SCANS Competencies
Resources

L

H

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

67%

33%

0%

2ft

71%

29%

0%

67%

33%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

67%

33%

0%

57%

43%

H

M

L

H

M

L

H

Adopt_
Wetland

0%

80%

20%

29%

71%

0%

0%

Strum

50%

50%

0%

29%

57%

14%

Restoration
Serving
Seniors

0%

60%

40%

14%

57%

40%

60%

0%

29%

71%

Model

Kids Sew
for Kids
n=39

Key: H=high

M=medium

L=low

Systems

Information

Interpersonal

M

M

L

